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ABSTRACT
The 59 and 39 domains of yeast U6 snRNA contain sequences that are thought to be important for binding to Prp24
and Lsm proteins. By extensive mutational analysis of yeast U6 snRNA, we confirmed that the 39 terminal uridine tract
of U6 snRNA is important for U6 binding to Lsm proteins in yeast. Binding of Prp24 protein to U6 RNA is dependent
on or is strongly enhanced by U6 binding of Lsm proteins. This supports a model for U6 snRNP assembly in which
U6 RNA binds to the Lsm2–8 core prior to binding Prp24 protein. Using compensatory base-pairing analysis, we show
that at least half of the recently identified U6 telestem as well as a nucleotide sequence in the other half of the telestem
are important for binding of U6 RNA to Prp24 protein. Surprisingly, disruption of base pairing in the unconfirmed half
of the telestem enhanced U6–Prp24 binding. Truncation of the entire 39 terminal domain or nearly the entire 59 terminal
domain of yeast U6 allowed for detectable levels of splicing to proceed in vitro. In addition to gaining knowledge of
the function of the 59 and 39 domains of yeast U6, our results help define the minimal set of requirements for yeast
U6 RNA function in splicing. We present a revised secondary structural model of yeast U6 snRNA in free U6 snRNPs.
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INTRODUCTION
Splicing of pre-messenger RNA transcripts of eukary-
otic genes is carried out in ribonucleoprotein particles
called spliceosomes (reviewed in Nilsen, 1998; Burge
et al+, 1999; Hastings & Krainer, 2001)+ These are com-
posed of the pre-mRNA substrate, the spliceosomal
snRNAs (U1, U2, U4, U5, and U6 snRNAs), and about
70 known proteins, a number that is thought to be close
to the actual total in a typical spliceosome (see Stevens
et al+, 2002)+ A primary driving force for research in the
field has been the overarching goal of understanding
the specific roles of the spliceosomal snRNAs and their
associated proteins in catalyzing the pre-mRNA splic-
ing reaction+ The importance of U6 snRNA in the splic-
ing reaction is supported by several lines of evidence,
some of which are briefly outlined here+ U6 snRNA is
the most highly conserved snRNA component (Brow &
Guthrie, 1988), and it is located at or near the active
site of splicing catalysis during at least the first chem-
ical step (Wassarman & Steitz, 1992; Kandels-Lewis &
Séraphin, 1993; Lesser & Guthrie, 1993; Sontheimer &
Steitz, 1993; Kim & Abelson, 1996; see also Valadkhan
& Manley, 2001)+
Sequences in the 59 and 39 domains of yeast U6
snRNA (nt 1–48 and 86–112) are thought to be impor-
tant for binding to Prp24 and Lsm proteins (Fig+ 1)+
Truncation of U6 RNA to remove nt 95–112 from its 39
terminus hindered the normal binding of U6 RNA to
Prp24 and Lsm proteins (Vidal et al+, 1999)+ Only one
mutation of yeast U6 RNA has been identified as hav-
ing an effect on its binding to these proteins+ The U6
point mutation, A91G, was found to inhibit the normal
binding of Prp24 to U6 RNA in yeast extract (Shannon
& Guthrie, 1991)+ We recently found that Prp24 and
Lsm2–8 proteins are the only stably associated protein
components of the yeast U6 snRNP (Stevens et al+,
2001)+ Recombinant Prp24 protein binds to gel-purified
yeast U6 transcript with a dissociation constant (Kd) of
100 nM, and the footprint of this protein bound to yeast
U6 RNA has been mapped, primarily to the region of
nt 30–65 (Ghetti et al+, 1995)+ The normal binding of
Prp24 protein to U6 is important for formation of U4-U6
di-snRNP during spliceosome assembly and recycling
(Shannon & Guthrie, 1991; Jandrositz & Guthrie, 1995;
Raghunathan & Guthrie, 1998a)+
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Mutations in the second and third RNA recognition
motifs (i+e+, RRM2 and RRM3) of Prp24 protein sup-
pressed the cold-sensitive (cs) growth defect of a U6
point mutation that hyperstabilizes the 39 stem-loop in
U6 RNA, A62G (Vidaver et al+, 1999), suggesting that
these two RRMs of Prp24 may bind to U6 RNA and
play a role in unwinding the 39 stem-loop+ Similarly,
mutations in RRM3 of Prp24 suppressed the cs growth
defect of a base-pair disrupting point mutation, U4+G14C,
in stem II of U4-U6 di-snRNP (Shannon & Guthrie,
1991), suggesting that Prp24 may play a role in U4-U6
snRNA annealing+ Both of these cs mutations in U6
and U4 snRNAs were suppressed by U6 point muta-
tions that colocalized to two regions of U6 snRNA (Fort-
ner et al+, 1994)+ The sequences of these two regions
of U6, that is, nt 36–43 and 86–95, are mutually com-
plementary and could form an RNA duplex called the
U6 telestem (Vidaver et al+, 1999)+ Vidaver et al+ found
support for the existence of the U6 telestem in their
genetic studies of U6 sequences in yeast+ In the pres-
ence of the cs mutation U6 A62G, the suppressor (of
cs) effect of a pair of U6 mutations that disrupt the U6
telestem was reverted by including a complementary
pair of U6 mutations that can restore telestem base
pairing+ In additional experiments, the same disruption
mutations of the U6 telestem were found to exacerbate
the temperature-sensitive (ts) growth defect of mutant
prp24-R158S (with a point mutation in RRM2 of Prp24)+
However, by including mutations that can restore tele-
stem base pairing, this exacerbation effect was re-
versed+ These experiments suggest that the U6 telestem
exists in vivo and that it may interact with Prp24 pro-
tein+ Immunoprecipitation of Prp24 from yeast extracts
carrying the cs mutation in U4 snRNA, U4+G14C,
showed an aberrantly high level of wild-type Prp24 pro-
tein bound to the mutant U4-U6 snRNP (Shannon &
Guthrie, 1991)+The combined results suggest that Prp24
binds to U6 RNA via its RRMs and promotes U4-U6
snRNA annealing for spliceosome assembly+ A hypo-
thetical mechanism is that the RRMs of Prp24, es-
pecially RRM2, may bind to the U6 telestem and
subsequently release the telestem to allow initiation of
U4-U6 snRNP assembly (Vidaver et al+, 1999)+ This
release could destabilize base pairing in the U6 39 stem-
loop duplex that must unwind and base pair to U4
snRNA to generate U4-U6 snRNP for assembly into
spliceosomes+
Prp24 has been shown to interact via two-hybrid as-
says with Lsm2, Lsm5, Lsm6, and Lsm7 proteins
(Fromont-Racine et al+, 2000)+ The Lsm (“like Sm”) pro-
teins belong to a family that includes the evolutionarily
and functionally related Sm proteins+ The Sm proteins
form a doughnut-shaped heteroheptamer that binds to
each of the spliceosomal snRNAs except U6 snRNA
(for Sm core structures, see Kambach et al+, 1999;
Collins et al+, 2001; Mura et al+, 2001; Törö et al+, 2001)+
U6 snRNA is associated with Lsm2–8 proteins, and
these are thought to form a doughnut-shaped hetero-
heptamer bound to U6 (Achsel et al+, 1999; Mayes et al+,
1999; Vidal et al+, 1999; Bouveret et al+, 2000)+ U6
binding to the Lsm core appears to stabilize U6 snRNA
against degradation (Mayes et al+, 1999)+ Lsm proteins
are sufficient to promote the annealing of human U4
and U6 RNA transcripts in vitro, suggesting that these
proteins may play a similar role in the annealing of U4
and U6 snRNPs in vivo (Achsel et al+, 1999)+ For hu-
man U6 snRNA, the 39 terminal 12 nt were found to be
necessary and sufficient for binding to the Lsm pro-
teins, and the tract of five uridines at the 39 end was
shown to be an important determinant for this binding
(Achsel et al+, 1999)+ In contrast, for yeast U6 snRNA,
the last 18 nt at the 39 terminus are necessary but not
sufficient for U6 binding of the Lsm core (Vidal et al+,
1999)+ Vidal et al+ found that the 39 terminal domain of
yeast U6 RNA is necessary not only for binding to Lsm
proteins but also for U6 crosslinking to Prp24 and other
U6-proximal splicing proteins+ The 39 terminal domain
of yeast U6 (nt 86–112) is mostly divergent, although
it maintains the ability to form U2-U6 helix II and has
a short uridine tract at its 39 end, as found in other
organisms+
In this report of mutations in yeast U6 snRNA that
affect splicing (see also Ryan & Abelson, 2002), we
introduced mutations or deletions in the 59 and/or 39
domains of yeast U6 RNA, especially in the 59 and 39
telestem sequences, in the U6 sequence of U2-U6 he-
lix II and in the uridine tract at the 39 end of U6+ We
found that specific sequences in the 59 and 39 domains
of yeast U6 snRNA are important for binding to Prp24
and/or Lsm proteins+ However, despite their impor-
tance for Prp24 and Lsm binding, most of these se-
quences were not found to be important for splicing in
vitro+ It has been known that yeast U6 lacking nt 95–
112 from its 39 end is able to reconstitute 34% of full-
length U6 RNA splicing activity (Fabrizio et al+, 1989),
despite the loss of one telestem base pair plus 8 of 11
FIGURE 1. Secondary structure of U6 snRNA in yeast S. cerevisiae+
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base pairs of U2-U6 helix II and the entire 39 terminal
uridine tract+ We have analyzed these specific se-
quences individually for their effects on assembly of
U6-containing snRNPs, on spliceosome assembly, and
on splicing in vitro+ To further our knowledge of the
chemical requirements for U6 function in splicing, we
also defined the largest truncations of the 59 and 39
terminal domains of yeast U6 RNA that allow for de-
tection of splicing in vitro+
RESULTS
Truncation of the 59 and 39 terminal domains
of yeast U6 snRNA
The splicing activities of a few 39 truncated yeast U6
RNAs have been previously reported+ A U6 transcript
lacking 18 nt from the 39 end, U6+1–94 (truncated at the
FokI restriction endonuclease site), was found to re-
constitute 34% of full-length U6 splicing activity when
added to U6-depleted yeast extract, whereas U6+1–73
showed no splicing activity in the in vitro assay (Fabri-
zio et al+, 1989)+ Studies in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
of a 39 truncated U6 gene, U6+1–90, on a centromere
plasmid as the sole copy of the U6 gene were not
viable (Bordonné & Guthrie, 1992)+ We decided to test
further truncations of the active U6+1–94 RNA using
the same in vitro splicing assay as Fabrizio et al+ (1989)+
All U6 RNAs discussed in this report were prepared
synthetically by template-directed ligation of synthetic
RNA oligonucleotides using T4 DNA ligase+ To test the
splicing activity of full-length and 39-truncated U6 RNAs,
splicing assays were conducted in yeast extracts using
[a-32P]uridine-labeled actin pre-mRNA as the splicing
substrate+ In the assay, endogenous U6 snRNA in the
extract is depleted by oligo-directed RNase H digestion
using a deoxynucleotide (d1) complementary to nt
28–54 in yeast U6 RNA (Fabrizio et al+, 1989)+ Syn-
thetic U6 RNAs are then added to reconstitute U6
snRNPs in vitro, and these RNAs are also radiolabeled
with 32P to monitor their stability in the yeast extract+
We prepared the U6+1–94 truncated RNA studied
previously as well as further truncations, U6+1–91, 1–88,
1–86, 1–84, 1–81, and 1–80+ In preliminary experi-
ments, U6+1–94, 1–91, and 1–88 reconstituted 35–
40% of full-length U6 splicing activity (Table 1, part A;
data not shown) as reported previously for U6+1–94
(Fabrizio et al+, 1989), whereas the slightly shorter con-
struct U6+1–86 reconstituted only 20% of the splicing
activity of full-length U6 (shorter U6 RNAs were tested
subsequently; see below)+
We observed that the full-length U6 RNAs were rou-
tinely degraded in yeast extracts to shorter RNAs equiv-
alent in length to truncations at or near the 39 end of
U2-U6 helix II+ Truncated RNAs U6+1–94, 1–91, 1–81,
and 1–80 showed partial or extensive degradation by
the loss of one to a few nucleotides (e+g+, U6+1–94
was degraded completely to U6+1–91/90) whereas
U6+1–88, 1–86, and 1–84 were extensively degraded
to lengths matching the gel mobility of U6+1–81 (data
not shown), suggesting that this latter group of U6 RNAs
may be degraded at their 39 ends until double-stranded
U4-U6 stem II impedes further exonucleolytic degra-
dation (U4-U6 stem II base pairing includes U6 nt 80 at
the end of the duplex)+ To block single-strand specific,
exonucleolytic degradation of synthetic U6 RNAs in
extract, we incorporated four 59-39 phosphorothioate
linkages between the last 5 nt at the 39 end of full-
length U6 (U6+thioP) and two such phosphorothioate
linkages at the 39 end of U6+1–85 (U6+1–85+thioP) via
chemical synthesis (thus each phosphorothioate is ra-
cemic)+ Because previous work had shown that an (RP)-
phosphorothioate incorporated at the 79–80 linkage in
U6 blocked splicing completely (Fabrizio & Abelson,
1992), we decided to use the U6+1–81 and 1–80 RNAs
without 39 end phosphorothioates, as these were sig-
nificantly less degraded in extract than the slightly lon-
ger U6 RNAs, as mentioned above+ The 39 terminal
phosphorothioate linkages substantially blocked extract-
dependent degradation of exogenously added U6 RNAs
(Figs+ 2 and 3; data not shown), presumably by inhib-
TABLE 1+ Splicing yields for truncated U6 RNAs in yeast extract+
Truncated U6 RNAs
Relative
splicing yieldsa
Mole ratio
of lariat:mRNA
Part A
U6+1–86 20%b 1:1+2
U6+1–88 34%b 1:1+1
U6+1–91 41%b 1+2:1
U6+1–94 36%b 1:1+1
U6 wild-type (1–112) 100%b 1:3+3
Endogenous U6c 250%b 1:4+1
Part B
U6+1–80 0%d n/a
U6+1–81 0%d n/a
U6+1–85+thioPe 4%d 1+0-1+3:1d
U6 wild-typef 100% 1:2+6d
Endogenous U6c 180% 1:6+0
Part C
U6+39-112f,g 23%, 31%d 1+4–1+6:1d
U6 wild-typef 100% 2+1–2+4:1d
aSplicing yields for reconstituted, synthetic U6 RNAs and endog-
enous wild-type U6 RNA are normalized relative to the yield for re-
constituted, synthetic full-length U6 RNA (U6 wild-type) as a control+
bIn these particular experiments, splicing yields are based solely
on mRNA products+ Normally, a splicing yield is based on first- and
second-step splicing products+ However, the U6 truncations showed
discrepancies in lariat degradation+
cEndogenous wild-type U6 snRNA in yeast extract that was not
U6-depleted or reconstituted with synthetic U6 RNA+
dFor duplicate samples+
eThe last two 59-39 linkages at the 39 terminus are racemic phos-
phorothioates+
f The last four 59-39 linkages at the 39 terminus are racemic phos-
phorothioates+
gThe first seven 59-39 linkages at the 59 terminus are racemic
phosphorothioates+
n/a: not applicable+
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iting single-strand specific exonucleases in the extracts
(Pandolfi et al+, 1999)+ We tested a variety of U6 mu-
tants with and without phosphorothioate linkages at their
39 termini, and we found that the phosphorothioate mod-
ifications had no detectable effect on splicing activity in
vitro (see below)+ Therefore, at least for full-length U6
RNAs, the splicing activity of U6 with 39 terminal phos-
phorothioates reflects equivalently the splicing activity
of nonphosphorothioylated U6 RNA+
In experiments using the phosphorothioate-substituted
U6 RNAs to block 39 end degradation, we assayed the
splicing activity of 39-end-truncated yeast U6 RNAs
(Fig+ 2A, Table 1, part B)+ We observed that full-length
synthetic U6+thioP reconstituted 55% of wild type splic-
ing activity in duplicate samples (Fig+ 2A, cf+ lane 1 and
lanes 9 and 13) as is typical (Fabrizio et al+, 1989; our
experiments)+The truncation U6+1–85+thioP had the larg-
est 39-end truncation that reconstituted detectable splic-
FIGURE 2. Splicing of 32P-labeled actin pre-mRNA in U6-depleted yeast extract reconstituted with truncated and full-length
U6 RNAs+ Yeast splicing extract was treated (A: lanes 2–13; B: lanes 2–5) or not treated (lane 1) with a DNA oligonucleotide
(d1) complementary to U6 snRNA+ After incubation at 34 8C to allow native RNase H digestion of endogenous U6 snRNA,
aliquots of the U6-depleted extract were reconstituted by adding synthetic, 32P-labeled U6 RNA as indicated+ †In synthetic
U6+39-112 RNA, the first seven 59-39 linkages at the 59 end and the last four such linkages at the 39 end were racemic
phosphorothioates to block degradation via endogenous exonucleases+ Synthetic U6 RNA labeled with an p contained four
such phosphorothioate linkages at its 39 end; U6 RNA labeled as +thioP had two such linkages at its 39 end+ Splicing of
32P-labeled actin pre-mRNA substrate was assayed at 25 8C for 30 min+ This substrate has one intron and gives rise to
exon1 and lariat-exon2 intermediates after the first chemical step of splicing and to excised lariat intron and spliced mRNA
products after the second chemical step (as indicated pictorially)+ Total nucleic acid for each sample was separated on a
denaturing polyacrylamide gel+ In A, U6-depleted extract was assayed twice in lanes 2 and 3 for residual splicing activity,
and the averaged background signal was used to correct the levels of splicing products assayed in lanes 6–9+ A replicate
U6-depleted extract was assayed in lanes 4 and 5 and was used for lanes 10–13+ Thus, the assays for lanes 6–9 were
repeated in lanes 10–13+ In B, samples were prepared as in A+ As for all of our presentations of individual gels, even those
which were obviously cut and pieced together as in B, all of the samples for the gel were prepared concurrently and were
separated on one single gel+
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ing activity, and it produced a 4% splicing yield in
duplicate samples (Fig+ 2A, lanes 8 and 12)+ In con-
trast, further truncations of the U6 RNA, that is, U6+1–81
and 1–80, effectively blocked splicing activity as no
splicing products were detected (Fig+ 2A, lanes 6, 7, 10,
and 11)+
In the original study of the splicing activity of U6+1–94
in vitro, it was noted that the ratio of lariat intron versus
spliced mRNA was 3–3+8 times higher than for most
U6 RNAs (Fabrizio et al+, 1989)+ We were able to re-
produce this result exactly, and essentially the same
results were obtained for U6+1–91, 1–88, 1–86 and
1–85+thioP (data not shown)+ For each of these trun-
cated U6 RNAs, quantitation of the splicing products
(on a gel exposed to a PhosphorImager screen) includ-
ing the unusually abundant lariat intron, showed that
the mole ratio of lariat intron versus mRNA was very
close to 1:1 in each case (ranging from 1+3:1 to 1:1+2;
Table 1)+ In contrast, the mole ratio of lariat intron ver-
sus mRNA for full-length U6 reconstitutions was gen-
erally close to 1:3 in these experiments (ranging from
1:2+6 to 1:3+3)+ As the lariat intron and spliced message
must be nascently generated in equimolar amounts, the
lariat is typically degraded about threefold more than the
spliced message in our wild-type extracts reconstituted
with full-length U6+ Surprisingly, the truncated U6 RNAs
apparently blocked the normal degradation of lariat
intron+
In previous work to define the minimal sequence re-
quirements for U6 function, human U6 snRNA was suc-
cessively truncated at its 59 end, and it was found that
deletion of 23 nt from the 59 terminus had no deleteri-
ous effects on splicing in HeLa extract (Wolff & Binde-
reif, 1992)+ Up to 37 nt were deleted from the 59 terminus
of human U6 RNA, and it still maintained detectable
splicing activity+ However, this maximal truncation
FIGURE 3. Splicing of 32P-labeled actin pre-mRNA in U6-depleted yeast extract reconstituted with mutant and wild-type U6
RNAs+ U6 mutations were introduced in the telestem sequences (nt 36–43 and 86–95) and in the 39 terminal domain
(nt 86–112) of yeast U6 RNA+ Samples were prepared as in Figure 2+ In synthetic U6 RNAs marked with an p, the last four
59-39 linkages at the 39 ends were racemic phosphorothioates+ In A, three aliquots of the U6-depleted extract were assayed
and used for background correction as in Figure 2+ The assays in A were performed three years before those in B using
the same stock of extract stored at 280 8C+
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showed only a ,10% yield of splicing products+ A sim-
ilarly large truncation had not been tested in yeast U6+
Therefore, we constructed a synthetic U6 RNA lacking
the first 38 nt of the 59 end of yeast U6 and containing
seven 59-39 phosphorothioate linkages between the first
8 nt at the truncated 59 end and four such linkages at
the 39 end to block exonucleolytic degradation in yeast
extracts+ The U6+39–112 truncated RNA reconstituted
23–31% of full-length U6 splicing activity (Fig+ 2B, lane 4;
Table 1, part C)+ Therefore, as reported for human U6
RNA, yeast U6 does not require the 59 terminal domain
for detectable splicing activity+
Extensive mutation of the 39 domain and
telestem sequences of yeast U6 snRNA
We have shown that truncation of the entire U2-U6
helix II region and 39 tail of U6 in U6+1–91 reconstituted
about 30% of full-length U6 splicing activity and in-
hibited the normal degradation of intron lariat+ Trunca-
tion of the entire 39 domain (nt 86–112), which removes
the entire 39 sequence of the putative U6 telestem (nt
86–95), reduced splicing activity to 4% of full-length
U6+ To assess the loss of sequence information sepa-
rately from any effects of shortening the U6 RNA, we
prepared U6 RNAs with multiple cytidine mutations in
the 39 terminal domain, as there are only two cytidines
among the 27 nt in the 39 domain of wild-type yeast U6+
In preliminary studies, we found that polycytidine (polyC)
mutations in the U2-U6 helix II region of U6 led to
extensive degradation of these RNAs in yeast extract,
as we had observed for truncated U6 RNAs (see above)+
By synthetically incorporating four a-phosphorothioate
nucleotides at the 39 termini of the U6 RNAs with he-
lix II mutations, degradation by single-strand specific,
exonuclease activity in the extract was almost com-
pletely blocked (theoretically 94% blocked based on
racemic phosphorothioates)+
The polycytidine mutations studied in our experi-
ments included a complete polycytidine substitution of
the U6 sequence of U2-U6 helix II in mutant U6+93–
102polyC+thioP (+thioP means that 59-39 phosphorothio-
ates were incorporated at the 39 end)+ In our initial
studies, the telestem mutations were U6+39–43polyC,
U6+39–46polyC and U6+86–95polyC and the two com-
binations of these upstream and downstream telestem
mutations+ (Nucleotides 36–38 of the telestem se-
quence were contained on another piece of U6 in our
original ligation scheme and were not mutated in the
initial studies+) The combined telestem and helix II
mutations were U6+86–102polyC+thioP and U6+86–
108polyC+thioP+ The 86–108polyC mutation is a com-
plete conversion of the entire 39 terminal domain to
polycytidine, except for maintenance of the four 39 ter-
minal uridines+ As mentioned, the terminal uridine tract
is important for binding of U6 RNA to Lsm proteins in
human cells, and it was therefore implicated for U6
binding to Lsm proteins in yeast+ We investigated mu-
tations of the 39 terminal uridine tract separately (see
below)+
The effects of these polyC mutations of helix II, the
telestem, and the 39 terminal domain on splicing in
vitro are presented in Figure 3A and Table 2, Col-
umn A+ Extensive mutation of the 59 sequence of the
telestem to polycytidine or complete mutation of the
39 telestem sequence to polycytidine resulted in a
splicing yield that was 65–85% that of wild-type U6
(Fig+ 3A, lanes 5–7)+ Nearly complete mutation of
the entire telestem (for U6+39–43polyC,86–95polyC)
or of the entire 39 terminal domain (for U6+86–
108polyC+thioP, etc+) resulted in a relative splicing yield
of 35–55% (Fig+ 3A, lanes 8–12)+ The effects of mu-
tating both the upstream and downstream sequences
of the telestem were somewhat more deleterious than
expected from the effects of each sequence mutated
separately+ In Figure 3A, mutating the two sequences
of the telestem simultaneously was about 1+5 times
more deleterious than expected from the separate
mutations+
To investigate complete disruption of the U6 telestem,
we mutated the entire upstream or downstream tele-
stem sequence to polycytidine in the mutants U6+36–
43polyC and U6+86–95polyC+ To disrupt every G-C base
pair in the telestem, we also tested these two polyC
mutations in combination with a cytidine mutation of
the only remaining guanine within the telestem se-
quences+ These two mutants, U6+36–43polyC,86C and
U6+39C,86–95polyC, have no possibility of a Watson–
Crick base pairing within the telestem sequences+ In
our preliminary experiments, when the U6 reconstitu-
tions were successful but not optimized, it was clear
that there was no discernible difference between U6+36–
43polyC and U6+36–43polyC,86C in replicate splicing
assays; however, there was a small but reproducible
difference in splicing activity between the U6+86–
95polyC and U6+39C,86–95polyC mutants+ The results
for these telestem disruption mutations are presented
in Figure 3B and Table 2, Column B+ The combined
results (Table 2, Columns A and B) show that complete
disruption of the telestem resulted in a 1+5–2+5-fold re-
duction in splicing activity (Fig+ 3B, lanes 5–7, 10–12)+
We tested the mutations in Table 2, Column B with and
without phosphorothioate linkages at their 39 termini
and found that these modifications had no detectable
effect on splicing activity+ For comparison to our initial
data (Table 2, Column A), we also assayed the in vitro
splicing activity of U6+39–46polyC+ Splicing activity for
this particular polyC mutant, regardless of whether sta-
bilized against degradation in extract, was the most
variable, ranging from 13 to 85% in our assays+ Simi-
larly, our polycytidine mutations that overlap the U6+39–
46polyC region, that is, the U6+36–43polyC and U6+36–
43polyC,86C mutations, produced a relatively broad
range of splicing yields (14–48%, including data not
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shown)+ The range of splicing yields for freshly ligated
U6+86–95polyC (Table 2, Columns A and B) is more
typical of the range we observe in replicate trials+ The
unusually wide range observed for U6+39–46polyC may
be due to variable misfolding of the mutant RNA+ We
note that in the more recent experiments (Table 2, Col-
umn B), the splicing yields determined for U6+39–
46polyC and the other U6 telestem disruption mutations
appear to correlate best with the growth phenotypes
we observed for these mutations in yeast cells (Table 2;
see below)+
To determine whether these U6 telestem and 39 do-
main mutations are viable in yeast, we transformed a
haploid strain, HM1 (Madhani et al+, 1990), containing a
chromosomal deletion of the U6 gene (SNR6) that also
contains a plasmid copy of the U6 gene plus coun-
terselectable URA3 marker gene+ Mutant U6 plasmids
were constructed as described in Materials and Meth-
ods and transformed into yeast strain HM1, and the
wild-type U6 gene was eliminated by selective growth
on media containing 5-fluoroorotic acid (5-FOA; Boeke
et al+, 1987)+ The U6 snRNA mutations tested in vivo
and the resulting growth phenotypes are presented in
Table 2+ Upon counterselection of the wild-type U6
gene in strains containing U6+86–108polyC or U6+86–
102polyC plasmids, we observed a substantially re-
duced colony number with respect to wild-type controls
and other viable U6 mutations, and the colonies that
did arise grew much more slowly+ To determine whether
these colonies resulted from revertant or compen-
satory mutations in the mutant U6 genes, plasmids
harvested from six colonies of each of the two slow-
growing strains were transformed into Escherichia coli,
and the recovered U6 genes were sequenced for the
12 plasmids+ We found no revertant or compensatory
mutations within the U6+86–108polyC and U6+86–
102polyC genes+ Therefore, the slow-growing colonies
are viable (1) perhaps without any additional mutations
or changes in transcription levels, (2) as a result of
spontaneous, extragenic suppressor mutations that were
not identified, or (3) as a result of changes in the level
of the mutant U6 RNA produced+ Regardless, our re-
sults demonstrate that neither the U6 sequence of
U2-U6 helix II nor the U6 telestem is required for splic-
ing activity or for growth at various temperatures in
yeast+ For most studies of snRNA mutations, the mu-
tational effects found in yeast cells have correlated well
with the effects observed in yeast extracts and vice
versa (Fabrizio & Abelson, 1990; Madhani et al+, 1990;
Madhani & Guthrie, 1992, 1994; McPheeters & Abel-
son, 1992; McPheeters, 1996)+ The viability of U6 tele-
stem mutations in yeast correlates well with the modest
effects of the telestem disruption mutations on pre-
mRNA splicing in vitro (Table 2)+
Both yeast and mammalian U6 snRNAs have a short
uridine tract at their 39 ends that is thought to be an
essential determinant for binding to Lsm proteins (Achsel
et al+, 1999; Vidal et al+, 1999)+ We designed an exper-
iment to test the splicing effects of mutating the four
terminal uridines in yeast U6 RNA+ In two mutants,
TABLE 2+ Splicing yields for mutations in the 39 terminal domain and telestem sequences of
U6 RNA in yeast extract+
Relative splicing yieldsa
Mutated U6 RNAs Column A Column Bb Growth in yeastc
U6+39–43polyC 88%, 55%d — n+t+
U6+39–46polyC 85%, 60%e, 42%d 16%, 13%f lethal
U6+36–43polyC — 48%, 45%f 111
U6+86–95polyC 68%, 41%e, 64%d 67%, 69%f 111
U6+39C,86–95polyC — 53%, 52%f n+t+
U6+39–43polyC,86–95polyC 42% — n+t+
U6+39–46polyC,86–95polyC 35%, 35%e — n+t+
U6+36–43polyC,86–95polyC — — lethal
U6+86–108polyCg 50%, 52%e — 1/2
U6+86–102polyCg 55% — 1/2
U6+93–102polyCg 36%, 43%e — 111
U6 wild type 100% 100% 111
aSplicing yields for reconstituted, synthetic U6 RNAs are normalized relative to the yield for
reconstituted, synthetic wild-type U6 RNA as a control+
bThe experiment for column B is shown in Figure 3B+
cGrowth was assayed at 16, 23, 30 and 37 8C; 111: wild-type growth at all temperatures,
1/2: a subpopulation of slow growing colonies appeared reproducibly at all temperatures ex-
cept 37 8C, lethal: no growth at all temperatures, n+t+: not tested+
dYield in a replicate experiment using the same extract three years later+
eYield in a duplicate experiment+
fFor the second yield listed, the last four 59-39 linkages at the 39 terminus are racemic
phosphorothioates+
gThe last four 59-39 linkages at the 39 terminus are racemic phosphorothioates+
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these four uridines were entirely mutated to adenines
or cytidines+ Conversely, to eliminate all other sequence
information in the 39 terminal domain, we also tested
our U6 mutant that possesses polycytidine mutation of
the entire 39 domain except for the four terminal uri-
dines+ In two additional variations, the terminal uridines
were also mutated, either to polyadenine or polycyti-
dine+ To stabilize the 39 terminus against exonucleolytic
degradation, we incorporated four 59-39 phosphorothio-
ate linkages between the last 5 nt at the 39 end of each
of these U6 RNAs+ Splicing assays for the 39 terminal
mutants are presented in Figures 4A and 5A and Table 3+
Mutation of the entire 39 terminal domain except for the
last four uridines (i+e+, nt 86–108) resulted in two- to
threefold less splicing activity than for wild-type U6
(Fig+ 3A, lane 10; Fig+ 4A, lane 14; Table 2, part A;
Table 3), but further mutation to include the entire 39
terminal uridine tract caused splicing activity to drop to
barely detectable levels (2% yields, Table 3; Fig+ 4A,
lanes 12 and 13)+ Surprisingly, mutation of only the 39
terminal uridine tract to polyadenine or polycytidine had
a rather minor effect on splicing in vitro (Fig+ 5A, lanes 3
and 4; Table 3)+
To ensure that a polyuridine tract was not added to
the 39 ends of the U6 uridine tract mutants by some
activity in the extract, we conducted a simple experi-
ment to check whether the U6 uridine tract mutants
could be uridinylated in extract+ Our standard depletion
of endogenous U6 snRNA in 10 mL of epitope-tagged
Prp24(HA)3 extract in splicing buffer was followed by
addition of 75 mCi of [a-32P]UTP and then addition of
25 fmol of wild-type U6 or 39 uridine tract mutant U6
RNA(U6+109–112polyA/polyC)+After incubation at 23 8C
for 20 min, reconstituted U6 snRNPs in these 25-mL
FIGURE 4. A: Splicing of 32P-labeled actin pre-mRNA in U6-depleted yeast extract reconstituted with mutant and wild-type
U6 RNAs+ U6 mutations were introduced in the telestem sequences (nt 36–43 and 86–95) of yeast U6 RNA, including
potentially hyperstabilizing mutations (lanes 9 and 10)+ Mutations were also introduced in the yeast U6 39 terminal domain
(nt 86–112) and terminal uridine tract (nt 109–112)+ Samples were prepared as in Figure 2+ Three aliquots of the U6-depleted
extract were assayed and used for background correction as in Figure 2+ In synthetic U6 RNAs marked with an p, the last
four 59-39 linkages at the 39 ends were racemic phosphorothioates+ B: U4-U6•U5 snRNP assembly for U6-depleted yeast
extract reconstituted with mutant and wild-type 32P-labeled U6 RNAs+ U6 mutations were introduced in the telestem
sequences (nt 36–43 and 86–95)+ Yeast splicing extract was treated with d1 oligonucleotide to digest endogenous U6
snRNA as described in Figure 2+ Aliquots of the U6-depleted extract were reconstituted by addition of 2 fmol of synthetic,
32P-labeled U6 RNA as indicated+ For lanes 3–6, samples were incubated at 23 8C for 20 min and then loaded onto a
nondenaturing 4% polyacrylamide (79:1) gel for separation of the U6 snRNP-containing complexes as well as free U6
RNAs+ For lane 2, actin pre-mRNA was added just prior to the 20-min incubation+
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samples were immunoprecipitated with 0+5 mg of 12CA5
antibody on protein A-Sepharose beads (a background
control lacked antibody)+ Scintillation counting of the
washed beads showed that neither wild-type U6 nor
the 39 uridine tract mutants were uridinylated by
[a-32P]UTP under splicing conditions (data not shown)+
Therefore, no alternative 39 terminal uridine tract was
added to our mutant U6 RNAs by factors in the yeast
extract+
Depletion of Prp24 protein in yeast extract
affects the assembly of U6 RNA into
U4-U6•U5 tri-snRNPs
Raghunathan and Guthrie (1998a) have shown that
Prp24 catalyzes the reassembly of U4-U6 snRNP dur-
ing spliceosome recycling for successive rounds of splic-
ing in yeast extracts+ They could not readily determine
whether Prp24 is important for the biogenesis of U6-
containing snRNPs, as these complexes were already
present in their Prp24-depleted extract+ To determine
whether Prp24 is important for the production of U6-
containing snRNPs in our extracts, we employed our
U6 reconstitution method to assay for assembly of 32P-
labeled U6 RNA into U6 snRNP complexes+ The stan-
dard protocol for RNase H depletion of endogenous U6
RNA is very effective at digesting the total endogenous
U6 RNA in yeast extracts, including that in U4-U6-
containing snRNPs (Fabrizio et al+, 1989)+ We pre-
pared extracts of a yeast strain (PRY112) carrying an
epitope-tagged Prp24 gene as the sole copy of this
essential gene+ This strain was originally prepared and
used by P+ Raghunathan, and we received an aliquot of
her extract for comparison with ours+ For all samples in
our experiments, we first depleted the endogenous U6
RNA using our standard protocol+ Split samples were
then either immunodepleted or mock depleted of
epitope-tagged Prp24(HA)3 protein using commercial
FIGURE 5. A: Splicing of 32P-labeled actin pre-mRNA in U6-depleted yeast extract reconstituted with mutant and wild-type
U6 RNAs+ U6 mutations were introduced in the 39 terminal uridine tract (nt 109–112) of yeast U6 RNA+ Samples were
prepared as in Figure 2+ All samples were prepared concurrently and were separated on the same gel+ B: U4-U6•U5 snRNP
assembly for U6-depleted yeast extract reconstituted with mutant and wild-type 32P-labeled U6 RNAs+ U6 mutations were
introduced in the 39 terminal uridine tract (nt 109–112) and the 39 terminal domain (nt 86–112) of yeast U6 RNA+ Samples
were prepared as in Figure 4B+ In synthetic U6 RNAs marked with an p, the last four 59-39 linkages at the 39 ends were
racemic phosphorothioates+
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12CA5 antibodies (as in Raghunathan & Guthrie,
1998a)+ Western blotting showed that the epitope-
tagged Prp24(HA)3 protein was reproducibly immuno-
depleted in three trials to give postdepletion levels of
Prp24(HA)3 protein that were 15–25% of mock- and
pre-depletion levels (data not shown)+ After depletion
or mock depletion of Prp24 protein, all samples were
treated with [a-32P]-body-labeled wild-type U6 RNA to
visualize the newly generated U6 snRNP complexes+
Some U6-reconstituted samples were further treated
with recombinant Prp24 protein+ The 32P-labeled U6
snRNP-containing complexes were separated on a na-
tive gel (Raghunathan & Guthrie, 1998a), and newly
formed U4-U6•U5 tri-snRNP complex was clearly dis-
cernable as the slowest migrating and most intense
complex on the gel and the only complex shifted (to
slower mobility) by the addition of cold actin pre-mRNA
(Fig+ 6A), as observed by Raghunathan and Guthrie
(1998a), although they used northern probes rather
than 32P-labeled U6 to visualize U6 snRNP complexes+
In our experiments, quantitation of de novo tri-snRNP
complexes revealed that the assembly of 32P-labeled
U6 RNA into U4-U6•U5 tri-snRNP complexes was cat-
alyzed by Prp24 protein+ For extracts depleted of both
endogenous U6 RNA and Prp24 protein in three trials,
addition of 32P-labeled U6 RNA but not Prp24 protein
produced only 14–16% as much de novo U4-U6•U5
tri-snRNP as produced in samples that were mock de-
pleted of Prp24 but otherwise treated equivalently
(Fig+ 6A, cf+ lanes 3 and 5)+ In split samples of the U6-,
Prp24-depleted extracts, addition of both 32P-labeled
U6 RNA and recombinant Prp24 protein restored as-
sembly of new U4-U6•U5 tri-snRNPs to levels that were
75–97% as high as for samples that were mock de-
pleted of Prp24 but otherwise treated equivalently in
three trials (Fig+ 6A, cf+ lanes 4 and 6)+ We conclude
that Prp24 protein is important or required for catalyz-
ing the assembly of naked U6 snRNA into U4-U6•U5
tri-snRNP in our extracts, presumably by binding to U6
snRNA to facilitate its incorporation into U4-U6 di-
snRNP as demonstrated previously in vitro (Raghu-
nathan & Guthrie, 1998a)+
Mutations in the telestem sequences or in
the 39 terminal uridine tract of yeast U6
snRNA affect U6 RNA–protein binding
and U4-U6•U5 tri-snRNP assembly
Having verified that Prp24 protein catalyzes the assem-
bly of naked U6 RNA into U4-U6•U5 tri-snRNPs in vitro,
we were interested in determining whether our U6 tele-
stem and 39 terminal domain mutations affect U6 bind-
ing of Prp24 protein and/or Lsm proteins and also
whether tri-snRNP assembly is affected+ Mass spec-
trometry analysis of purified yeast U6 snRNP indicated
that free U6 snRNP has a relatively small complement
TABLE 3+ Data summary for mutations in the 39 terminal domain, 39 stem-loop and telestem sequences of yeast U6 RNA+
Mutated U6 RNAsa Splicing yieldsb U4/U6–U5 yieldc Polyoma-Lsm4 I+P+d Prp24(HA)3 I+P+e
U6+36–43CpolyC,86C 28%f (14–45%) 18%f,g (15–23%) 39%, 33%h 2%, 2%h
U6+39C,86–95polyC 44%f (35–53%) 62%f,g (50–76%) 63%, 56%h 4%, 3%h
U6+86–112polyC 2%i 7%j 2% 8%
U6+86–108polyC,109–112polyA 2%i 6%j 2% 6%
U6+86–108polyC 34%i (34–52%) 20%j 24% 8%
U6+87–89polyC 102%, 114%h 105%f (103–109%) 42% 140%f (83–228%)
U6+109–112polyA 80%, 83%h 64%k 10% 7%, 9%h
U6+109–112polyC 77%, 81%h 76%k 9% 15%, 9%h
U6+U80G 5% 23%, 23%h,l 280% 940%, 900%h
U6 wild type 100% 100% 100% 100%
aThe last four 59-39 linkages at the 39 terminus are racemic phosphorothioates, except for U6+U80G, which has no
phosphorothioates+
bSplicing yields for reconstituted, synthetic U6 RNAs are normalized relative to the yield for reconstituted, synthetic
wild-type U6 RNA as a control+
cYield of U4/U6-U5 tri-snRNP assembled from reconstituted U6 RNA, separated by native gel electrophoresis and
normalized relative to the U6 wild-type control+
dRelative amount of reconstituted U6 RNA coimmunoprecipitated on anti-polyoma protein G-Sepharose beads, normal-
ized relative to the U6 wild-type control+
eRelative amount of reconstituted U6 RNA coimmunoprecipitated with 12CA5 antibodies on protein A-Sepharose beads,
normalized relative to the U6 wild-type control+
fAverage of four or more trials (range of yields)+
gU4/U6-U5 tri-snRNP assembly gel showed aberrantly high levels of naked mutant U6 RNA not incorporated into U6
snRNPs and a minor accumulation of free U6 snRNP relative to the U6 wild-type control+
hYield in a duplicate experiment+
i Yield from experiment in Figure 4A (range of yields including additional trials+
j U4/U6-U5 tri-snRNP assembly gel showed aberrantly high levels of naked mutant U6 RNA not incorporated into U6
snRNPs+
kU4/U6-U5 tri-snRNP assembly gel showed a minor accumulation of naked mutant U6 RNA relative to the U6 wild-type
control+
l U4/U6-U5 tri-snRNP assembly gel showed aberrantly high levels of free U6 snRNP relative to the U6 wild-type control+
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of stably associated proteins comprising only Prp24
and the Lsm2–8 protein complex (Stevens et al+, 2001)+
To assay binding of U6 snRNP proteins to our mutant
U6 RNAs, we prepared yeast extracts that included an
epitope tag on the sole copy of the Prp24 protein or on
the sole copy of the Lsm4 protein (of the Lsm2–8 com-
plex)+ These epitope-tagged extracts were reconsti-
tuted with a variety of individual U6 RNAs mutated in
the 39 terminal domain, the 39 stem-loop, and/or the
telestem sequences of U6 as listed in Table 3+ Binding
of the mutant U6 RNAs, carrying 32P-radiolabels, to
epitope-tagged Prp24 or Lsm4 protein was assayed by
coimmunoprecipitation and scintillation counting of the
bound U6 RNAs+ This was followed by denaturing gel
electrophoresis of the coimmunoprecipitated U6 RNAs
and their supernatants to monitor and ensure the sta-
bility of U6 RNA in each sample (data not shown)+ The
same 32P-labeled U6 RNAs were also tested for their
assembly into U6-containing snRNPs in vitro, including
U4-U6•U5 tri-snRNPs, by using Raghunathan and Guth-
rie’s (1998a) native gel electrophoresis system+ Corre-
lation of U6 RNA–protein binding affinity, U6 snRNP
assembly profiles, and splicing activity for each muta-
tion provides a more comprehensive understanding of
the various roles of the 39 domain, the 39 stem-loop,
and the telestem sequences of U6 snRNA+
The most obvious effect of mutating the upstream or
downstream telestem sequence is that, under the im-
munoprecipitation conditions (150 mM NaCl), binding
of the telestem mutant U6 RNAs to Prp24(HA)3 was
substantially diminished relative to such binding for wild-
type U6 (Table 3)+ For the downstream telestem mu-
tant, U6+39C,86–95polyC, this mutational disruption of
the telestem also diminished Lsm protein binding, tri-
snRNP assembly and splicing, all to 40–60% of wild-
type U6 levels (Table 3; Fig+ 3B, lanes 7 and 12; Fig+ 6B,
lane 4)+ In comparison to the downstream mutant, the
upstream telestem mutant, U6+36–43polyC,86C, under
parallel conditions showed ;1+5-fold less binding of
Lsm proteins and ;1+6-fold less splicing activity than
the downstream mutant, as well as a notable 3+5-fold
reduction in the amount of tri-snRNP produced (Table 3;
Fig+ 6B, lane 3)+ For either upstream or downstream
telestem mutants, the striking reduction in their binding
of Prp24 protein (relative to wild-type U6) is consistent
with the U6 snRNP assembly defects observed for these
mutants by native gel electrophoresis: The telestem
disruption mutations caused an accumulation of na-
ked, mutant U6 RNA (Fig+ 6B, lanes 3 and 4 as ob-
served on a lighter exposure) that comigrated with
synthetic U6 RNA alone on the same gel (not shown)+
The telestem mutations also caused an accumulation
of free U6 snRNP complexes, including a complex that
had unusually fast mobility on the gel (Fig+ 6B, lanes 3
and 4) compared to mutant U6 snRNPs with a U80G or
G81C mutation (cf+ Fig+ 6 in Ryan & Abelson, 2002)+
This accumulation of naked, mutant U6 RNA and mu-
tant U6 snRNPs is most likely a result of diminished
binding affinity for Prp24 protein that is necessary for
U6 snRNP formation (Stevens et al+, 2001) and for
catalyzing U4-U6 snRNP assembly (see above;
Raghunathan & Guthrie, 1998a)+ Also, the unusually
fast mobility of some of the mutant telestem U6 snRNPs
may reflect their incorporation of Lsm4 protein without
also incorporating Prp24 protein, as suggested by
the coimmunoprecipitation results for these same U6
telestem mutants (Table 3)+
To further understand the effects of the 39 terminal
uridine tract mutations, we analyzed the abilities of these
RNAs to form U6 snRNP, U4-U6, and U4-U6•U5
snRNPs by native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis+
We also tested their binding of Lsm core proteins as
well as of Prp24 protein via coimmunoprecipitation ex-
periments+ Although we had found that mutation of the
four U6 terminal uridines to polyadenine or polycytidine
(U6+109–112polyA/polyC) had only a minor effect on
FIGURE 6. A: U4-U6•U5 snRNP assembly for U6-, Prp24-depleted
yeast extract reconstituted with wild-type 32P-labeled U6 RNA and
treated or not with recombinant Prp24 protein+ Control samples were
mock depleted of endogenous Prp24 protein (lanes 2–4)+ Yeast splic-
ing extract was treated with d1 oligonucleotide to digest endogenous
U6 snRNA as described in Figure 2+ Aliquots of the U6-depleted
extract were incubated (lanes 5–6) or not (lanes 2–4) with 12CA5
antibody to endogenous epitope-tagged Prp24(HA)3 protein in the
extract+ Aliquots of the mock- or Prp24-depleted, U6-depleted extract
were treated with 32P-labeled U6 RNA and assayed as in Figure 4B+
For lane 2, actin pre-mRNA was added just prior to the 20-min in-
cubation+ B: U4-U6•U5 snRNP assembly for U6-depleted yeast ex-
tract reconstituted with mutant and wild-type 32P-labeled U6 RNAs+
U6 mutations were introduced in the telestem sequences (nt 36–43
and 86–95) of yeast U6 RNA+ Samples were prepared as in Fig-
ure 4B+ In synthetic U6 RNAs marked with an p, the last four 59-39
linkages at the 39 ends were racemic phosphorothioates+
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splicing yields, these mutations had a substantial effect
(10-fold) on the binding of Lsm proteins (Table 3)+ This
binding effect was expected, as studies of human U6
had shown that its terminal uridine tract was critical for
binding to human Lsm proteins (Achsel et al+, 1999)+
Surprisingly, our U6 uridine tract mutants under our
same coimmunoprecipitation conditions were similarly
inhibited for binding to Prp24 protein+ This finding pro-
vides strong evidence for the suggestion from UV cross-
linking and yeast two-hybrid studies that U6 binds Prp24
and Lsm proteins cooperatively (Vidal et al+, 1999;
Fromont-Racine et al+, 2000)+ Furthermore, we found
that U6 binding of Prp24 depends on or is strongly
enhanced by U6 binding of Lsm proteins+ Despite the
reductions in binding of Lsm and Prp24 proteins to U6
RNA with 39 uridine tract mutations, only minor effects
were observed for U4-U6•U5 tri-snRNP assembly
(Fig+ 5B, lanes 4 and 5; Table 3), consistent with the
minor effects on splicing found+ Examination of the na-
tive gel showed some accumulation of the naked mu-
tant U6 RNAs in the reconstituted samples relative to
the wild-type U6 control (Fig+ 5B, lanes 4 and 5 vs+
lane 3)+
When the remainder of the U6 39 domain was mu-
tated along with the 39 terminal uridine tract (U6+86–
112polyC and U6+86–108polyC+109–112polyA), U6
binding of Prp24 and Lsm4 proteins was diminished by
10- and 50-fold relative to wild-type U6 for each pro-
tein, respectively, and U4-U6•U5 tri-snRNP assembly
and splicing were severely inhibited (Table 3; Fig+ 4A,
lanes 12 and 13; Fig+ 5B, lanes 7 and 8)+ As expected
for loss of Lsm and Prp24 protein binding to these 39
domain mutants, the native gel showed substantial ac-
cumulations of naked mutant U6 RNAs not incorpo-
rated into U6 snRNPs (Fig+ 5B, lanes 7 and 8)+ In
contrast, polycytidine mutation of the entire 39 domain
except for the terminal uridine tract (U6+86–108polyC)
showed a 12-fold higher normalized level of Lsm pro-
tein binding relative to that for mutation of the entire 39
domain (U6+86–112polyC)+ This U6+86–108polyC mu-
tant also showed a 2+5-fold higher normalized level of
Lsm protein binding relative to that for mutation of only
the terminal uridine tract (U6+109–112polyC or U6+109–
112polyA)—its mutational complement for the 39 do-
main (Table 3)+ These results confirm that the 39 terminal
uridine tract is a major determinant for binding to Lsm
proteins in yeast U6+ In contrast to the 2+5-fold higher
normalized level observed for binding of Lsm proteins
to U6+86–108polyC, binding of Prp24 protein to this
mutant did not increase in a parallel fashion, presum-
ably because mutation of U6 nt 86–108 includes mu-
tation of nt 86–95, the 39 sequence of the telestem, a
sequence that is important for normal Prp24 binding
(see above)+ This hindrance of Prp24 binding is con-
sistent with an accumulation of naked mutant U6 RNA
that was not incorporated into U6 snRNPs (Fig+ 5B,
lane 6)+ Our data suggest that although U6 binding of
Prp24 protein depends on or is strongly enhanced by
U6 binding of Lsm proteins, the binding of Lsm pro-
teins is not dependent on U6 binding to Prp24+ This
point is most dramatically illustrated by the telestem
disruption mutations, U6+36–43polyC,86C and U6+39C,
86–95polyC, which showed a substantial 25–50-fold
reduction in binding of Prp24 protein relative to wild-
type U6 RNA+ In contrast, under the same conditions in
vitro, these two telestem mutations showed a fairly mod-
est 2–3-fold reduction in binding of Lsm proteins rela-
tive to wild-type U6 RNA (Table 3), demonstrating that
Lsm protein binding is not dependent on U6 binding to
Prp24 protein+
Compensatory mutations in the U6 telestem
affect U6 RNA–protein binding, U4-U6•U5
tri-snRNP assembly, and pre-mRNA
splicing in vitro
Our results demonstrated that mutational disruption of
the entire U6 telestem blocks the normal binding of U6
RNA to Prp24 protein, whereas complete mutation of
the upstream strand of the telestem also inhibits as-
sembly of U4-U6•U5 tri-snRNP (Table 3)+ Despite these
notable effects on Prp24 function, mutational disruption
of the entire telestem can have a rather modest effect
on splicing of two- to threefold (Table 3)+ If disruption of
the telestem is a necessary event for spliceosome ac-
tivation, then telestem disruption mutations are per-
haps unlikely to produce substantial splicing defects+
On the other hand, mutations that hyperstabilize the
telestem helix might block spliceosome assembly and/or
splicing and provide evidence for the presence and
function of the U6 telestem in splicing, as has been
observed for hyperstabilizing mutations in the U6 39
stem-loop (Madhani et al+, 1990; Wolff & Bindereif, 1993,
1995; Fortner et al+, 1994)+ To test hyperstabilization of
the telestem in vitro, we prepared U6 RNAs in which
three contiguous A-U base pairs in the telestem were
mutated to A-C mismatches or G-U wobble pairs or
were fully transverted to G-C base pairs+ These te-
lestem mutants were U6+36–38polyC, U6+40–42polyG,
U6+87–89polyC, U6+93–95polyG, and two potentially
hyperstabilizing combinations, U6+ 36–38polyC,93–
95polyG, and U6+40–42polyG,87–89polyC+
In tandem experiments, we prepared a set of U6
telestem mutations that could restore telestem base
pairing without hyperstabilization+ In this set of con-
structs, three contiguous A-U base pairs in the telestem
were mutated to A-A or U-U mismatches or were fully
inverted to U-A base pairs+ These telestem mutants
were U6+36–38polyA, U6+40–42polyU, U6+87–89polyA,
U6+93–95polyU and two potentially compensatory com-
binations, U6+ 36–38polyA,93–95polyU, and U6+40–
42polyU,87–89polyA+
The transverted and inverted telestem mutant U6
RNAs were assayed in U6-depleted extract for their
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abilities to coimmunoprecipitate with epitope-tagged
Prp24(HA)3 protein in extract, to be assembled into
U4-U6•U5 tri-snRNPs, and to reconstitute pre-mRNA
splicing activity+ The results are presented in Figure 7
and Table 4+ Except for the telestem disruption muta-
tions at nt 87–89, all other of our trinucleotide telestem-
disruption mutations strongly inhibited binding of the
mutant U6 RNA to epitope-tagged Prp24(HA)3 protein
in the coimmunoprecipitation assays, even though
tri-snRNP and splicing were not inhibited or only mildly
so (Table 4)+ However, the compensatory combina-
tions that can restore base pairing in one-half of the
telestem—that is, U6+ 36–38polyC,93–95polyG and U6+
36–38polyA,93–95polyU—restored binding of U6 RNA
to Prp24(HA)3 protein+ Indeed, the levels of these
compensatory U6 RNAs coimmunoprecipitated by
Prp24(HA)3 was 2+5-fold greater than the level for wild-
type U6 RNA+ Therefore, the half of the telestem con-
taining nt 36–38 and 93–95 (Fig+ 1) is base paired in
vitro and is tolerant of mutations that maintain base
pairing+ In contrast, the potentially compensatory com-
bination in the other half of the telestem—that is, U6+40–
42polyU,87–89polyA—did not restore the Prp24 binding
defect of telestem disruption mutation U6+40–42poly U
(Table 4)+
Examination of the half of the telestem where se-
quences 40–42 and 87–89 are found (Fig+ 1) revealed
a striking difference between the 40–42 sequence and
the 87–89 sequence when each was mutated and as-
sayed for U6–Prp24 binding, tri-snRNP assembly and
splicing (Table 4)+ Telestem disruption mutation U6+87–
89polyC actually enhanced U6 RNA–Prp24 binding,
and the comparable U6+87–89polyA mutation only very
weakly diminished U6 RNA–Prp24 binding in coimmu-
noprecipitation assays+ Consistent with these observa-
tions, the levels of tri-snRNP assembly and pre-mRNA
splicing for each of these mutants were similar to their
respective Prp24 coimmunoprecipitation levels+ Hence,
FIGURE 7. A: Splicing of 32P-labeled actin pre-mRNA in U6-depleted yeast extract reconstituted with mutant and wild-type
U6 RNAs+ U6 mutations were introduced in the telestem sequences (nt 36–43 and 86–95) of yeast U6 RNA, including
potentially compensatory mutations (lanes 8 and 9)+ Samples were prepared as in Figure 2+ B: U4-U6•U5 snRNP assembly
for U6-depleted yeast extract reconstituted with mutant and wild-type 32P-labeled U6 RNAs+ U6 mutations were introduced
in the telestem sequences (nt 36–43 and 86–95)+ Samples were prepared as in Figure 4B except that 20 fmol of synthetic,
32P-labeled U6 RNA was added as indicated+ In synthetic U6 RNAs marked with an p, the last four 59-39 linkages at the 39
ends were racemic phosphorothioates+
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in the half of the telestem containing nt 40–42 and
87–89, telestem base pairing is not important for Prp24
binding (or for splicing), in contrast to base pairing in
the other half of the telestem+ However, in contrast to
mutations of nt 87–89, the mutations of nt 40–42 and
the other trinucleotide telestem disruption mutations in-
hibited U6–Prp24 binding by at least sixfold in our as-
say+ Indeed, the strongest inhibitions of U6 snRNP
assembly, tri-snRNP assembly, and splicing were noted
for trinucleotide mutations of nt 40–42 (Fig+ 7)+ There-
fore, the specific bases of nt 40–42 and not their base
pairing status are important for Prp24 binding, U6
snRNP assembly, and splicing+ In contrast, nt 87–89 in
the same half of the telestem are fully tolerant of base
mutations+ Thus, our experiments provided no evi-
dence that this half of the telestem is actually base
paired at any time during spliceosome assembly or
splicing+
Another result from our studies of trinucleotide tele-
stem mutations is that, although nearly all of the tele-
stem disruption mutations strongly inhibited U6–Prp24
coimmunoprecipitation, these mutations (except for
those at nt 40–42; see above) showed at most a two-
fold effect on tri-snRNP assembly and up to a threefold
effect on splicing+ These effects are exactly parallel to
those observed for U6+39C,86–95polyC (Table 3), which
completely disrupted telestem base pairing+ Taken to-
gether, these effects of telestem disruption on tri-snRNP
assembly and pre-mRNA splicing are strikingly modest
relative to other, previously reported U6 point muta-
tions that inhibit pre-mRNA splicing (Fabrizio & Abel-
son, 1990; Ryan & Abelson, 2002)+
DISCUSSION
Effects of truncating the 59 or 39 terminal
domain of yeast U6 snRNA on splicing
In our ongoing effort to better understand the biochem-
ical mechanism of pre-mRNA splicing, we investigated
whether the 59 and 39 terminal domains of yeast U6
RNA (nt 1–46 and 86–112) are required for splicing in
vitro+ In HeLa nuclear extract, truncation of the entire 59
domain of human U6 at a position that maintains only
3 nt upstream of the essential ACAGAGA sequence
resulted in a low level of splicing activity (,10% of
wild-type U6; Wolff & Bindereif, 1992)+ This demon-
strated that the 59 domain is not required for splicing in
HeLa extract+ Our truncation of the 59 domain of yeast
U6 maintains 8 nt upstream of the ACAGAG sequence,
and we found that it gave a 23–31% yield of splicing
products (relative to full-length U6), thus demonstrating
that at least 80% of the 59 domain of yeast U6 is sim-
ilarly not required for splicing in yeast extract+
A 39-truncated U6 RNA lacking the last 18 nt (U6+1–
94) is able to reconstitute 34% of wild-type U6 splicing
activity+ However, a slightly further truncated U6 RNA
(U6+1–90) was not viable in yeast (Bordonné & Guth-
rie, 1992)+ We were interested in determining the max-
imal 39-end truncation of U6 that can support splicing in
vitro+ This information is useful for assessing the min-
imal chemical requirements for U6 RNA in splicing+ We
made two especially relevant observations+ One is that
U6+1–94 and shorter truncations appear to interfere
with the normal degradation of excised intron lariats
from spliced pre-mRNAs+ Because it is known that the
39 terminus is required for binding to Lsm proteins, one
can imagine that the Lsm proteins may play a role in
spliceosome disassembly and/or lariat degradation, per-
haps in association with Prp43 and/or Prp22, both
DEAH-box proteins required for dissociation of excised
lariat and spliced mRNA, respectively, from yeast splice-
osomes (Arenas & Abelson, 1997; Schwer & Gross,
1998; Wagner et al+, 1998)+ Six of the seven U6-
associated Lsm proteins, that is, Lsm2–7 proteins, form
a different complex with Lsm1 and cytoplasmic factors
to degrade mRNAs in the cytoplasm (Bouveret et al+,
2000; Tharun et al+, 2000)+ This suggests the possibility
that perhaps some of the U6-associated Lsm proteins
may recruit factors to degrade excised intron lariats in
TABLE 4+ Data summary for mutations in the 39 telestem sequences
of yeast U6 RNA+
Mutated U6 RNAsa
Splicing
yieldsb
U4/U6-U5
yieldc,d
Prp24(HA)3
I+P+d,e
U6+36–38polyC 88% 139% 13%
U6+36–38polyA 86% 96% 3%
U6+93–95polyG 79% 51% 9%
U6+93–95polyU 35% 104% 5%
U6+36–38polyC,93–95polyG 49% 51% 248%
U6+36–38polyC,93–95polyU — — 4%
U6+36–38polyA,93–95polyU 35% 142% 245%
U6+36–38polyA,93–95polyG — — 2%
U6+40–42polyG 28%, 31%f 23%g 16%
U6+40–42polyU 19% 15%g 2%
U6+87–89polyC 102%, 114%f 105% 140%
U6+87–89polyA 77% 76% 82%
U6+40–42polyG,87–89polyC 8%, 9%f 5%g —h
U6+40–42polyU,87–89polyA 9% 16%g 1%
U6 wild type 100% 100% 100%
aFor all polyA- and/or polyU-mutated U6 RNAs and their U6 wild-
type controls, the last 4-nt 59-39 linkages at the 39 terminus are ra-
cemic phosphorothioates+
bSplicing yields for reconstituted, synthetic U6 RNAs are normal-
ized relative to the yield for reconstituted, synthetic wild-type U6 RNA
as a control+
cYield of U4/U6-U5 tri-snRNP assembled from reconstituted U6
RNA, separated by native gel electrophoresis and normalized rela-
tive to the U6 wild-type control+
dAverage yield of two or more trials+
eRelative amount of reconstituted U6 RNA coimmunoprecipitated
with 12CA5 antibodies on protein A-Sepharose beads, normalized
relative to the U6 wild-type control+
f Yield in a duplicate experiment+
gU4/U6-U5 tri-snRNP assembly gel showed aberrantly high levels
of naked mutant U6 RNA not incorporated into U6 snRNPs+
hWe were unable to generate sufficient quantities of U6+40–
42polyG,87–89polyC RNA for this experiment+
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yeast+ The second notable observation is that trunca-
tion of the entire 39 terminal domain, nt 86–112, is the
largest 39 truncation shown to support a detectable
level of splicing activity in vitro+ Hence, the entire 39
terminal domain, including the U6 sequence of U2-U6
helix II, the U6 telestem, and an important binding do-
main for Lsm proteins, enhances the efficiency of splic-
ing but is not necessary for in vitro splicing to occur+
However, the backbone phosphate linkage at A79-U80
in the U6 39 stem-loop is known to be essential for the
first chemical step of splicing (Yean et al+, 2000; Fa-
brizio & Abelson, 1992)+ Therefore, further truncations
that would interfere with the proper functioning of this
phosphate group are expected to block splicing+
Mutational analysis of the 39 terminal
domain of yeast U6 snRNA
Within the 39 terminal domain of yeast U6 snRNA, nt
92–102 can base pair with the 59 end of U2 snRNA to
form U2-U6 helix II, and the presence of this helix in the
39 terminal domain is conserved among eukaryotes+
This helix was shown to be required for splicing in mam-
malian cells (Datta & Weiner, 1991; Wu & Manley, 1991)+
The yeast U6 39 terminal domain is tolerant of multiple
mutational substitutions as well as some internal dele-
tions (Fabrizio et al+, 1989; Madhani et al+, 1990; Bor-
donné & Guthrie, 1992; Field & Friesen, 1996)+ In one
report, transversion mutation of 9 of 11 nt of the U6
helix II sequence was lethal and could not be rescued
by compensatory U2 mutations, whereas transversion
mutation of all 11 nt of the complementary U2 strand
was viable in yeast (although in vivo splicing was not
assayed for possible defects; Field & Friesen, 1996)+
This demonstrated that U2-U6 helix II as usually rep-
resented is not essential in yeast+ However, inspection
of the yeast U2 sequence just downstream of helix II
(see Fig+ 1C of Ryan & Abelson, 2002) suggests that a
close duplication of U2 nt 9–13 of helix II is present
at nt 15–20, and this duplication could provide an al-
ternative base pairing for a portion of helix II and thus
a redundancy of function+ This could also explain the
asymmetry of mutational effects reported for U6 ver-
sus U2 strands of helix II (although we note that the U6
helix II sequence overlaps the 39 telestem sequence)+
In all of the viable yeast U6 mutants previously re-
ported, one can find remnants of helix II base pairing
and possible alternative base pairings, suggesting that
the function of helix II might be provided by a subset of
U2-U6 base pairs in this region+
We examined the role of the U6 39 terminal domain in
splicing by making extensive mutational substitutions
and deletions in a systematic manner+ The helix II se-
quence of U6 contains only one cytidine, and the re-
maining 39 terminal domain has only one additional
cytidine; therefore we mutated the entire U6 helix II
sequence to polycytidine+This mutant, U6+93–102polyC,
reconstituted 35–45% of wild-type U6 splicing activity
in vitro and was viable in yeast at all temperatures
tested (16–37 8C)+ Therefore, in contrast to the lethal
phenotype observed previously for mutation of 9 of 11
U6 nucleotides in helix II (Field & Friesen, 1996), we
found that mutation of 10 of the 11 U6 helix II nucleo-
tides is viable and decreases splicing efficiency by
two- to threefold+ The U6 helix II sequence (nt 92–102)
overlaps the U6 telestem sequence of the 39 terminal
domain (nt 86–95) at nt 92–95+ To separate the splicing
effects of helix II disruption from those of telestem dis-
ruption, we mutated upstream telestem nt 36–38 to
polycytidine or polyadenine to disrupt base pairing with
complementary telestem nt 93–95+ We found that the
telestem mutants U6+36–38polyC and U6+36–38polyA
reconstituted 88% and 86% of wild-type U6 splicing
activity, respectively, and this effect (for disruption of
the telestem portion overlapping helix II and perhaps
some other unknown effects) should be kept in mind
when considering the splicing yield measured for the
helix II mutant U6+93–102polyC (found to be 35–45%)+
Though we have not demonstrated that our helix II U6
mutation can be suppressed by a compensatory base-
pairing mutation in the U2 strand in vitro, it is known
that helix II can form in yeast because the growth de-
fects of helix II disruption mutations can be suppressed
by compensatory base-pair restoring mutations (Field
& Friesen, 1996)+ Our helix II mutant, U6+93–102polyC,
is viable over a full range of temperatures (Table 2), so
the total effects of helix II disruption in vivo cannot be
very deleterious and are probably close to our in vitro
measurements+
U6 telestem sequences are important for
binding of U6 snRNA to Prp24 protein
during U6 snRNP assembly
Polycytidine mutation of the entire upstream portion or
the entire downstream portion of the U6 telestem was
viable in yeast at all temperatures tested (16–37 8C)
and produced a two- to threefold splicing defect in vitro
(Table 3), similar to the effect we found for mutational
disruption of U2-U6 helix II+ These results show that
disruption of the telestem has a relatively weak effect
on splicing both in vitro and in vivo+ Conversely, we
found that mutation of the entire upstream or down-
stream portion of the telestem severely inhibited the
association of these mutant U6 RNAs with Prp24 pro-
tein (Table 3), a component of free U6 snRNPs+
To explore the interaction between the U6 telestem
and Prp24 protein in yeast, we first investigated whether
Prp24 protein is active and important for spliceosome
assembly in yeast extracts+ During spliceosome assem-
bly, naked yeast U6 snRNA is complexed by Lsm2–8
and Prp24 proteins to form free U6 snRNP (Stevens
et al+, 2001)+ The Prp24 component of free U6 snRNP
is thought to be important for promoting duplex forma-
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tion between free U6 and free U4 snRNPs to produce
U4-U6 di-snRNP and U4-U6•U5 tri-snRNP complexes,
at least for Prp24 protein in free U6 snRNPs recycled
after a round of splicing (Raghunathan & Guthrie,
1998a)+ During the assembly of U4-U6•U5 tri-snRNP,
Prp24 is dissociated from U6 snRNP or is much less
tightly associated with it (Shannon & Guthrie, 1991;
Gottschalk et al+, 1999; Stevens & Abelson, 1999)+ For-
mation of U4-U6•U5 tri-snRNP was previously shown
to be necessary for spliceosome assembly and splic-
ing (Fetzer et al+, 1997), and tri-snRNP can bind pre-
mRNA to assemble spliceosomal complexes in the
presence of ATP in vitro (Raghunathan & Guthrie,
1998a)+ However, it was not known whether Prp24 plays
a role in the biogenesis of U6 snRNP and tri-snRNP, as
studying this process was complicated by the predom-
inance of fully formed and/or recycled U6-containing
snRNPs in extract+ In the experiments reported here,
endogenous epitope-tagged Prp24(HA)3 protein in yeast
extract was immunodepleted, and this depletion dimin-
ished the assembly of 32P-labeled U6 RNA into de novo
tri-snRNPs to 14–16% of mock-depletion levels+ Addi-
tion of recombinant Prp24 restored tri-snRNP assem-
bly to 75–97% of mock-depletion levels in replicate
assays (Fig+ 6A)+ Endogenous U6 snRNA in these sam-
ples was RNase H digested prior to immunodepletion
or mock depletion of Prp24 protein, thus to avoid
codepletion of U6 snRNP-associated proteins, includ-
ing Lsm2–8 proteins+ Thus, we found that Prp24 is func-
tional in catalyzing the assembly of naked U6 snRNA
into U4-U6•U5 tri-snRNPs during snRNP biogenesis+
Furthermore, this function is important for tri-snRNP
assembly in vitro+
Continuing our exploration of the relationship be-
tween the U6 telestem and Prp24 protein, we con-
structed mutant U6 RNAs with mutations that disrupt
telestem base pairings+ We also constructed some with
additional compensatory mutations that can restore
base pairing+ Of those that potentially restore telestem
base pairing, there were two types of mutational com-
binations: one type in which A-U base pairs of the tele-
stem were inverted to U-A pairs, and another type in
which A-U base pairs were transverted to G-C pairs
that may hyperstabilize the telestem+ The base-pair re-
storing combinations did show a dramatic restoration
of the binding interaction between mutant U6 RNA and
Prp24(HA)3 protein when the compensatory mutations
were incorporated in the half of the telestem contain-
ing nt 36–39 and 92–95 (see Fig+ 1), that is, when the
compensatory mutants U6+36–38polyA,93–95polyU
and U6+36–38polyC,93–95polyG were individually
assayed for coimmunoprecipitation with Prp24(HA)3
(Table 4)+ The compensatory effect for these two U6
mutants was 50-fold and 25-fold, respectively+ Parallel
controls corroborate that the compensatory effects were
dependent on restoration of Watson–Crick base pair-
ing rather than on various combinations of upstream
and downstream telestem mutations+ The control com-
binations, U6+36–38polyA,93–95polyG and U6+36–
38polyC,93–95polyU, cannot restore telestem base
pairing and did not suppress the Prp24 binding defects
that were observed for each separate trinucleotide mu-
tation (Table 4)+ These results reveal that base pairing
in one half of the telestem, nt 36–39 and 92–95, occurs
in vitro and is important for the normal binding of U6
snRNA to Prp24 protein+ The same half of the U6 tele-
stem was found to exist in vivo by compensatory mu-
tational analysis (Vidaver et al+, 1999)+ Our results
confirm that this half of the telestem exists and is im-
portant for Prp24 function+ The results also imply that
U6–Prp24 binding is not particularly sensitive to the
base-paired sequence of this half of the telestem+ Thus,
we determined that a general, base-paired RNA helix
in the half of the telestem at nt 36–39,92–95 is impor-
tant for binding of Prp24 to U6 snRNA+
In contrast, the other half of the putative telestem, nt
40–43 and 86–89, whose existence has not yet been
supported by mutational analysis, does not lose bind-
ing affinity for Prp24 when its base pairs are disrupted
via mutation+ In fact, mutational disruption of this half of
the telestem in U6+87–89polyC showed increased bind-
ing affinity for Prp24(HA)3 protein as well as increased
levels of U4-U6•U5 tri-snRNP assembly and pre-mRNA
splicing (Table 4)+ This suggests that if the telestem
forms at nt 40–43,86–89, then it may be disrupted to
facilitate the binding of Prp24 protein+ Not all mutations
of U6 nt 86–89 enhanced Prp24 binding, tri-snRNP
assembly, and/or splicing like the U6+87–89polyC mu-
tation did+ In fact, the effects of the equivalent polyA
mutation, U6+87–89polyA, on these activities were very
mildly inhibitory (Table 4)+ The difference between these
polyC and polyA mutations may reflect that the 87–
89polyC mutation involved replacing Us with Cs that
maintained pyrimidines at nt 87–89, whereas the 87–
89polyA mutation involved replacing the Us with pu-
rines, and this introduction of purines weakly inhibited
the U6–Prp24 binding interaction+
Another important finding for the unconfirmed half of
the telestem is that mutation of nt 40–42 causes a
substantial loss of binding affinity between Prp24
protein and U6 RNA (Table 4)+ The mutations U6+40–
42polyG and U6+40–42polyU caused the most sub-
stantial reductions in the levels of U6 snRNP assembly,
tri-snRNP assembly, and splicing relative to our other
trinucleotide telestem mutations (Figs+ 4 and 7)+ These
mutational defects were not relieved by introducing ad-
ditional mutations that could potentially restore tele-
stem base pairing, that is, for U6+40–42polyG,87–
89polyC and U6+40–42polyU,87–89polyA+ We conclude
that the adenosine bases at nt 40–42 are especially
important for U6 binding of Prp24 protein to form free
U6 snRNP (Fig+ 7, lanes 5 and 8)+ Therefore, the aden-
osines 40–42 as well as a short, nonspecific RNA helix
at nt 36–38,93–95 are specifically important structural
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elements of yeast U6 snRNA for Prp24 binding and
function+ A survey of U6 snRNA sequences among
eukaryotes from yeast to humans shows that a eukary-
otic consensus sequence that aligns with yeast aden-
osines 40–42 is RAR, in which R represents purine A
or G+ Furthermore, aside from budding yeasts, the RAR
sequence in other organisms is not capable of base
pairing with the equivalent sequence of yeast nt 87–89;
therefore this half of the telestem cannot form in most
eukaryotes as it can conceivably form in budding yeasts+
This finding is consistent with our observation that base
pairing within this half of the telestem is not important
for U6 function+ Although formation of the other half of
the telestem helix (at nt 36–39,92–95) is important
for U6–Prp24 binding under the conditions of the im-
munoprecipitation assay, no telestem base pairing is
essential for yeast viability, tri-snRNP assembly, or pre-
mRNA splicing as discussed above (see Table 2 and
U6+39C,86–95polyC in Table 3)+ In contrast, Prp24 pro-
tein function is essential for yeast viability (Vijayragha-
van et al+, 1989)+ Therefore, the role of the U6 telestem
in Prp24 function most likely contributes part, but not
all, of the essential function of Prp24 protein in yeast+ In
addition to binding to U6 snRNA and catalyzing U4-U6
annealing, Prp24 is thought to interact with Lsm pro-
teins in U6 snRNP (Fromont-Racine et al+, 2000)+ Also,
Prp24 has an undefined genetic interaction with Prp21
of U2 snRNP (Vaidya et al+, 1996) that may be impor-
tant for assembly of U1•U2•U4-U6•U5 penta-snRNPs
during spliceosome assembly in yeast (Stevens et al+,
2002)+
Our proposal that Prp24 recognizes half of the tele-
stem helix (at nt 36–39,92–95) and the three adeno-
sine bases at nt 40–42 is consistent with previous
studies of mutations in yeast U6 RNA+ Bordonné and
Guthrie (1992) replaced large segments of the yeast
U6 gene with aligned human U6 sequences, and they
monitored growth for these U6 chimeras in S. cerevi-
siae+ They found that the entire 59 domain and part of
the central domain of yeast U6 (nt 1–53) can be re-
placed with the aligned human U6 sequence while main-
taining growth at 18 8C and 30 8C+ Similarly, replacing nt
87–108 of the yeast U6 39 domain with the equivalent
human U6 sequence supported growth at 18, 30, and
37 8C, whereas deletion of this sequence was lethal+
This substitution of the 39 domain is particularly inter-
esting because the incorporated human sequence pro-
vides identical nucleotides to form the Prp24-recognized
half of the telestem whereas the other (unconfirmed)
half of the telestem cannot form in this case+ Thus,
these substitutions of the human U6 sequence into yeast
do conform to the U6–Prp24 recognition elements that
we have identified+ If both the 59 and 39 domains of
yeast U6 are simultaneously replaced by the human
U6 sequences, the yeast cells are not viable (Bor-
donné & Guthrie, 1992)+ Similarly, human U6 RNA does
not reconstitute splicing activity in U6-depleted yeast
extract (Fabrizio et al+, 1989)+ Conceivably, the simul-
taneous substitution into yeast of both the 59 and 39
domains of human U6 RNA, which are extensively com-
plementary to each other, might form an extensively
base-paired helix in yeast (as forms in human cells;
Brow & Vidaver, 1995) that may not function sufficiently
for splicing in yeast or yeast extract+
Our data strongly suggest that Prp24 may bind di-
rectly to nt 40–43 in free U6 snRNP, as outlined here+
Jandrositz and Guthrie (1995) showed that proteinase
K treatment of purified U6 snRNP causes nt 40–43 to
become accessible to chemical modification+ This dem-
onstrated that these nucleotides are protected in U6
snRNP by a protein component, but it was unclear
whether a protein binds directly to these nucleotides or
whether a protein stabilizes an RNA–RNA interaction
involving these nucleotides+ As mentioned above, we
found that affinity-purified yeast U6 snRNP contains
only Prp24 and Lsm2–8 proteins+ Based on our co-
immunoprecipitation experiments, the most likely U6
snRNP protein to bind to nt 40–43 is Prp24 protein, as
polycytidine mutation of nt 36–43 strongly inhibited U6
binding of Prp24 protein but not the binding of Lsm
proteins (Table 3)+ The only other suggested candi-
date(s) for binding to nt 40–43 in free U6 snRNP are
complementary nt 86–89 in the downstream U6 tele-
stem sequence+ In considering whether nt 40–43 might
be protected from chemical modification by base pair-
ing within the U6 telestem, we note that Jandrositz and
Guthrie (1995) found that the lone guanosine of nt
40–43 and 86–89 (i+e+, G86) is accessible to chemical
modification, whereas its potential telestem partner, C43,
is shielded from modification within the 40–43 se-
quence+ This result argues against protection of nt
40–43 by telestem base pairing and suggests that these
nucleotides are likely protected by direct binding to
Prp24 protein+ Additional experiments are needed to
confirm and elucidate this+
In summary, our data suggest that specific structural
features of the U6 telestem are important for binding of
Prp24 protein to U6 snRNA+ These structural features
are the general RNA helix at nt 36–38,93–95 as well as
the three adenosine bases at nt 40–42+ It was previ-
ously shown that the identity of A91 in the U6 telestem
is important for U6-Prp24 binding (Shannon & Guthrie,
1991)+ We found that Prp24 is important for the assem-
bly of naked U6 RNA into U4-U6•U5 tri-snRNP in vitro+
Therefore, the specified features of the telestem are
important for U6–Prp24 binding during U6 snRNP as-
sembly+ However, the telestem is not necessary in yeast
or in yeast extract for relatively high levels of tri-snRNP
assembly and splicing to occur (see U6+39C,86–95polyC
in Table 3)+ This is because Prp24 protein need not
bind to U6 snRNA with wild-type affinity to assemble
the U6 RNA into near wild-type levels of functional
tri-snRNP for splicing (see also examples U6+36–
38polyA/C and U6+93–95polyG in Table 4)+ The iden-
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tified features of the telestem clearly enhance the binding
affinity between U6 RNA and Prp24 protein in free U6
snRNP, but this binding enhancement is generally not
necessary for tri-snRNP assembly and splicing+ The
enhancement can become necessary if U6–Lsm pro-
tein binding affinity is diminished, as by mutating the 39
terminal uridine tract of U6 snRNA (nt 109–112)+ For
example, one can see that the U6+86–108polyC mutant
cannot form the telestem and had 10-fold weaker bind-
ing affinity for Prp24 protein in the coimmunoprecipita-
tion experiments (relative to wild-type U6 RNA; Table 3)+
In contrast, the splicing activity for this mutation was
reduced by only threefold but dropped to trace levels
when U6–Lsm binding affinity was simultaneously di-
minished by mutating the 39 terminal uridine tract as
well (cf+ U6+86–108polyC versus U6+86–108polyC,109–
112polyA and U6+86–112polyC; Table 3)+ Below, we
discuss the reciprocal situation, that is, loss of U6–Lsm
binding affinity has a relatively mild effect on tri-snRNP
assembly and splicing unless U6–Prp24 binding affin-
ity is also diminished+
In contrast to the telestem helix, the consensus RAR
sequence at telestem nt 40–42 is very important not
only for U6–Prp24 binding but also for tri-snRNP as-
sembly, presumably at the Prp24-dependent step(s) of
tri-snRNP assembly, as outlined here+ As the RAR se-
quence is conserved from yeast to humans, this may
be an important recognition motif for the function of
Prp24 homologs in various organisms+ The RAR se-
quence was largely protected against hydroxyl radical
footprinting when pure, transcribed yeast U6 RNA was
bound to recombinant Prp24 protein (Ghetti et al+, 1995)+
Nucleotides on either side of this sequence were pro-
tected as well, including most of those in the 59 tele-
stem sequence+ (The 39 telestem sequence was not
assayed in the Prp24 footprinting assay+) Our results
also relate to previous chemical modification assays of
the chemical accessibility of U6 nucleotides in free U6
snRNP versus U4-U6 di-snRNP (Jandrositz & Guthrie,
1995)+ In purified wild-type U6 snRNP, nt 40–43 were
not accessible to chemical modification, whereas they
were accessible in purified wild-type U4-U6 di-snRNP+
Mutant U4+G14C-U6 di-snRNP differed from the wild-
type di-snRNP in that nt 40–43 of U6 RNA in the mu-
tant complex were protected from chemical modification
and in that the mutant complex remained bound to
Prp24 protein (Shannon & Guthrie, 1991)+ Another dis-
tinction of the mutant U4+G14C-U6 di-snRNP was that
each testable U6 nucleotide from U64 through G86
was accessible to chemical modification, demonstrat-
ing that this region of U6 was not base paired to the
mutant U4 snRNA nor was it base paired intramolec-
ularly to form a U6 39 stem-loop (at nt 63–84) as found
in free U6 snRNP and mature spliceosomes (Fig+ 1;
see also Fig+ 1C in Ryan & Abelson, 2002)+ This sug-
gested that perhaps Prp24 protein remains bound to
U6 nt 40–43 in nascent U4-U6 snRNPs following the
unwinding of the U6 39 stem-loop but before the un-
wound region is fully base paired with U4 snRNA to
form mature U4-U6 di-snRNP, which no longer binds
Prp24 protein (Shannon & Guthrie, 1991; see also Fig+ 3
of Raghunathan & Guthrie, 1998a, for samples con-
taining ATP which were actively producing nascent
U4-U6 snRNP)+ Our results are fully consistent with
this model and provide substantial evidence for it+ We
partially purified the U4-U6 di-snRNP from yeast in suf-
ficient quantities to allow silver staining of its protein
components that had been separated by SDS-PAGE+
We could clearly see protein bands consistent with the
presence of the Lsm proteins (associated with U6 RNA),
the Sm proteins (associated with U4 RNA), and the
Prp3-Prp4 heterodimer (Snu13 may be present as it
overlaps the SmE and Lsm8 bands; Gottschalk et al+,
1999); however, no trace of any protein was found in or
near the region of Prp24 protein migration (our unpubl+
results)+ We know from our previous work that Prp24
protein is visible by silver staining of proteins separated
from purified free U6 snRNP (Stevens et al+, 2001)+
These results are consistent with the above model in
that mature wild-type U4-U6 snRNP is not bound to
Prp24 protein+
Combining our data with the known information about
the secondary structure of U6 snRNA leads to a new
secondary structure as presented in Figure 1+ The con-
firmed half of the U6 telestem (nt 36–38,93–95) ad-
joins the consensus sequence RAR (nt 40–42) to
provide recognition motifs that we have identified as
important for binding of U6 snRNA to Prp24 protein
during assembly of U6 snRNP+ The current data sug-
gests that the unconfirmed half of the telestem (nt 40–
43,86–89) may not be base paired in free U6 snRNP;
therefore we represent this possible helix with dashed
lines+ The consensus RAR sequence at nt 40–42 is
highlighted because it is more important for U6 snRNP
assembly than any of the other telestem sequences
(see Fig+ 7B)+ We propose that the RAR sequence binds
directly to Prp24 protein in free U6 snRNP, based on
our results and those of Jandrositz and Guthrie (1995)
and Ghetti et al+ (1995)+ The U6 sequence at nt 44–62
is depicted in our model as having an undefined struc-
ture, even though nt 54–59 have been presented in
previous reports as base paired with nt 29–34 in free
U6 snRNP (Vidaver et al+, 1999)+ However, such base
pairing is not consistent with results from chemical
modification studies of purified wild-type U6 snRNP
(Jandrositz & Guthrie, 1995)+ Therefore, we prefer to
represent nt 26–35 and 44–62 as having undefined
secondary structure+
An interesting observation is apparent by contrasting
the splicing activities of U6+93–95polyG and U6+93–
95polyU+ Relative to the 93–95polyG mutation, the 93–
95polyU mutation shows an accumulation of mutant
U4-U6•U5 tri-snRNP and a corresponding reduction
in pre-mRNA splicing+ Therefore, the U6+93–95polyU
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mutant-containing tri-snRNP is apparently deficient in
its ability to assemble into spliceosomes+ Based on the
current understanding of spliceosome assembly, tri-
snRNP associates with the 59 splice site in the assem-
bling spliceosome, and U2 and U6 snRNAs form U2-U6
helixes I and II as U4 snRNA dissociates from base
pairing with U6 snRNA+ The U6+93–95polyU mutation
is part of the U6 telestem and U2-U6 helix II at different
times (see Fig+ 1 of Ryan & Abelson, 2002)+ The 93–
95polyU mutation cannot base pair with its intended
tri-uridine partner in the U6 telestem or that in U2-U6
helix II, in contrast to the equivalent 93–95polyG mu-
tation, which can form wobble pairs with both of these
tri-uridine sequences+ As U2-U6 helix II is thought to
form when tri-snRNP binds U2 snRNA during splice-
osome assembly, the most likely scenario is that the
93–95polyU mutant is deficient in forming U2-U6 he-
lix II, and this defect caused the observed accumu-
lation of mutant tri-snRNP and the corresponding
reduction in splicing+ Mutation of the entire U6 se-
quence of U2-U6 helix II to polycytidine showed an
equivalent splicing defect (see U6+93–102polyC in
Table 2)+ A recent study supports the idea that U2-U6
helix II can form when the U6 RNA strand is concur-
rently base paired with U4 RNA during spliceosome
assembly (Xu & Friesen, 2001)+ However, the sub-
sequent unwinding of the U4-U6 RNA duplex in form-
ing active spliceosomes does not require the presence
or formation of U2-U6 helix II (see results for U6+93–
102polyC in Table 2)+ The U4-U6 RNA duplex is un-
wound via a process mediated by ATP and Brr2 protein,
a DExH-box ATPase (Raghunathan & Guthrie, 1998b)+
It is possible that the telestem re-forms when the U4-U6
RNA duplex is unwound at this stage+ Our results nei-
ther support nor rule out this possibility+
Our data are also compatible with the possibility that
the U6 telestem may play a more important role in the
splicing pathway other than to promote U6–Prp24 bind-
ing in free U6 snRNP, albeit a role that cannot be es-
sential for yeast viability, as formation of the telestem is
not essential for growth at viable temperatures (16–
37 8C)+ Perhaps the telestem forms after completion of
a round of splicing to help release U6 snRNP from the
spliceosome for recycling+ One can imagine that for-
mation of the entire telestem (nt 36–43,86–95) may
help stabilize nascent U6 snRNA transcripts prior to
their association with Prp24 protein in the assembly of
U6 snRNPs+ Further experiments are necessary to test
for additional functions of the U6 telestem+
In light of a tantalizing proposal that Prp24 protein
may play a role in spliceosome assembly after U4-U6
duplex formation (Vidaver et al+, 1999), several results
must be considered+ Raghunathan and Guthrie (1998a)
found that immunodepletion of .97% of epitope-tagged
Prp24 protein in yeast extract had no effect on the
ability of preformed, endogenous tri-snRNP to bind pre-
mRNA and promote wild-type levels of splicing prod-
ucts+ However, the amount of Prp24 needed for a
possible catalytic step is expected to be substantially
lower than the stoichiometric requirements for Prp24 in
U6 snRNP formation and recycling+ In considering the
original data that suggested a role for Prp24 in splice-
osome assembly after U4-U6 di-snRNP assembly, a
few questions come to bear+ For instance, the differ-
ence between the levels of U4-U6 annealing for U6
A62G versus A62U,C85A shown in Figure 7A of Vida-
ver et al+ (1999), which was an important experimental
basis for the proposal, varies from the difference mea-
sured for the same mutations in a previous report (re-
ported as “data not shown” on p+ 225 of Fortner et al+,
1994)+ A similar variation is apparent when comparing
the levels of annealed U4-U6 mutant snRNP versus
free U4 snRNP for the U6 A62G mutant at 30 8C shown
in Figure 7A of Vidaver et al+ (1999) in contrast to that
shown in Figure 2D of Fortner et al+ (1994) for the
same U6 mutation and conditions+ When we performed
such U4-U6 annealing assays, our control samples
showed that gel-purified U4 and U6 RNA transcripts
were annealed to a significant extent in the standard
13 hybridization buffer of the assay (Li & Brow, 1993),
without addition of any yeast extract or protein to these
controls (data not shown)+ Therefore, we used the na-
tive gel electrophoresis method of Raghunathan and
Guthrie (1998a) to assay the native levels of assem-
bled U4-U6 di-snRNP, as described above+ The ques-
tion of a role for Prp24 after U4-U6 snRNP assembly
remains quite interesting and merits further study+
Binding of yeast U6 RNA to Prp24 protein
is dependent on or is strongly enhanced
by U6 binding of Lsm proteins
The short uridine tract at the 39 terminus of human U6
snRNA was shown to be an essential determinant for
U6 binding to Lsm proteins in human spliceosomes+ By
similarity, the tract of four uridines at the 39 end of yeast
U6 RNA is expected to be an essential determinant of
Lsm binding in yeast as well+ In yeast, the last 18 nt at
the 39 end of U6 were shown to be necessary but not
sufficient for binding to Lsm proteins (Vidal et al+, 1999)+
Interestingly, this 39 truncated yeast U6 RNA was able
to reconstitute 34% of full-length U6 splicing activity in
vitro (Fabrizio et al+, 1989, and Table 1, part A)+ Muta-
tion of the 39 terminal uridine tract only, to polyadenine
or polycytidine, was found to substantially inhibit U6
binding of Lsm proteins, as predicted (see U6+109–
112polyA/C, Table 3)+ However, these mutations ex-
erted only minor effects on tri-snRNP assembly and
splicing (Fig+ 5; Table 3)+ This is because the U6-
associated Lsm proteins need not bind to U6 snRNA
with wild-type affinity in order to assemble the U6 RNA
into near wild-type levels of functional tri-snRNP for
splicing+ The 39 terminal uridine tract clearly enhances
the binding affinity between U6 RNA and Lsm4 protein
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in free U6 snRNP, but this binding enhancement is
generally not necessary for tri-snRNP assembly and
splicing+ The enhancement can become necessary if
U6–Prp24 binding affinity is diminished, as by mutating
the U6 telestem as well+ For example, one can see that
the U6+109–112polyA/C mutations diminished U6–
Lsm4 binding affinity by ;10-fold in the coimmunopre-
cipitation experiments (relative to wild-type U6 RNA;
Table 3)+ In contrast, the splicing activity for this muta-
tion was only slightly diminished, but dropped to trace
levels when U6–Prp24 binding affinity was simulta-
neously diminished by mutating the remainder of the 39
domain (cf+ U6+109–112polyA/C vs+ U6+86–108polyC,
109–112polyA and U6+86–112polyC; Table 3)+ We con-
clude that functional U6 snRNP can tolerate losses of
U6–Prp24 binding affinity or U6–Lsm core binding af-
finity but not losses of both simultaneously, at least not
in our examples+ Presumably, the protein–protein inter-
actions between Prp24 and Lsm proteins in U6 snRNP
(Fromont-Racine et al+, 2000) can moderate a loss in
U6–Lsm or U6–Prp24 binding affinity+
The most surprising effect of mutating only the 39
terminal uridine tract of U6 was the effect on its binding
to Prp24 protein+ Mutation of the 39 uridine tract to
polyadenine or polycytidine caused a substantial re-
duction in binding to Prp24 protein, parallel to the re-
duction in binding to Lsm proteins+ Previously, it was
found that truncation of the last 18 nt of yeast U6 re-
sulted in loss of crosslinking to Prp24 and Lsm proteins
as well as the loss of crosslinking to many U6-proximal
proteins (Vidal et al+, 1999)+ We had found that trunca-
tion of the last 18 nt of yeast U6 (i+e+, U6+1–94) results
in degradation of this RNA in yeast extracts to shorter
lengths matching U6+1–91/90 as well as shorter, and
none of the original U6+1–94 was found in the yeast
extract at 23 8C after 30 min (shorter time points were
not assayed)+ This finding suggested to us that the
U6+1–94 truncation, and especially its U6+1–91/90 deg-
radation products that form in extracts, might impinge
on the function of the downstream sequence of the U6
telestem (nt 86–95), which we found to be important for
the normal binding of Prp24 protein to U6 RNA+ There-
fore, such large 39 end truncations are expected to
inhibit U6 binding of Prp24 in extract, as observed by
Vidal et al+ (1999)+ Our mutations of only the four 39
terminal uridines inhibited not only binding of Lsm pro-
teins, as predicted, but also binding of Prp24 protein to
a parallel extent under the same conditions (Table 3),
without any truncation, significant degradation (Fig+ 5A),
or additional mutation of the U6 RNA+ This result strongly
suggests that U6 binding to Prp24 protein depends on
or is strongly enhanced by U6 binding to the Lsm core
proteins+
In contrast, extensive mutation of the upstream or
downstream portions of the U6 telestem inhibited U6
binding of Prp24 protein but had a substantially smaller
effect on binding of Lsm proteins under parallel condi-
tions (Table 3)+ Therefore, U6 binding to Lsms does not
appear to depend on binding to Prp24+ The 39 terminal
uridine tract of nascent U6 transcripts is initially asso-
ciated with the yeast La protein, Lhp1, and the 39 end
becomes phosphorylated at the 39 hydroxyl during U6
snRNP assembly in vivo (Lund & Dahlberg, 1992)+ In
this assembly pathway, Lhp1 is thought to hand off the
U6 transcript to the Lsm proteins (Pannone et al+, 2001)+
Our findings suggest that Prp24 protein can then readily
bind to the assembling U6 snRNP+ The primary effect
of U6–Lsm binding on the binding of Prp24 to the U6–
Lsm complex may derive from a kinetic effect, that is,
perhaps generating the proper U6 substrate for Prp24
binding is greatly accelerated by U6–Lsm binding+ Such
effects might predominate over the gain in free energy
generated by the interaction between Prp24 and Lsm
proteins (Fromont-Racine et al+, 2000)+ Alternatively, if
the primary effect of Lsm binding is thermodynamic,
U6’s association with the Lsm core may provide a sub-
stantially more stable binding site for Prp24 than that
provided by U6 RNA alone, which was measured to be
;100 nM for gel-purified U6 transcript and recombi-
nant Prp24 protein in aqueous buffer (Ghetti et al+, 1995)+
Further experiments are necessary to determine these
kinetic and thermodynamic parameters+
In summary, the 39 terminal uridine tract of yeast U6
RNA is important for U6 binding to Lsm proteins as
expected+ U6 binding to Prp24 protein is dependent on
or is greatly enhanced by U6 binding to Lsm proteins,
suggesting an order to U6 snRNP assembly+ U6-Prp24
binding is also dependent on half of the U6 telestem
and the adjoining RAR sequence+ However, some es-
sential functions of Prp24 do not depend on the pres-
ence of the U6 telestem, as the telestem is not essential
for growth+ Truncation of the entire 39 terminal domain
or nearly the entire 59 terminal domain of yeast U6
allows for detectable levels of splicing to proceed in
vitro; hence we have redefined the minimal functional
group requirements of yeast U6 snRNA in active splice-
osomes+ Our results also contribute to a revised model
of the yeast U6 snRNA secondary structure (Fig+ 1)+
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Procedures for the syntheses of U6 RNAs, for reconstitutions
of U6 snRNA in yeast extract, and for in vitro splicing assays
are described in our companion paper (Ryan & Abelson, 2002)+
Generation of polycytidine mutations in U6
plasmids for in vivo experiments
PolyC mutant U6 plasmids were created by a two-step PCR
mutagenesis procedure+ Briefly, an oligonucleotide primer in-
corporating a BamHI restriction endonuclease site 300 nt
upstream of the U6 transcription start site was used in a PCR
reaction with another oligonucleotide incorporating the mu-
tation(s) of choice+ In a separate PCR reaction, an oligonu-
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cleotide primer incorporating a Sal I restriction endonuclease
site 300 nt downstream of the U6 39 end was used in a PCR
reaction with another oligonucleotide that is the reverse
complement of the corresponding mutation+ Isolated PCR
products were combined and subjected to a PCR reaction
containing only the extant oligonucleotide primers+ Gel-purified
PCR products of the correct size were isolated, were restric-
tion endonuclease digested with BamHI and Sal I, and were
ligated into BamHI- and Sal I-digested pRS414 (Christianson
et al+, 1992)+
Isolation and characterization of mutant U6
plasmids from S. cerevisiae
For the two strains containing polycytidine U6 mutations that
yielded a subpopulation of slow-growing colonies on 5-FOA
media, we recovered the U6 plasmids from these colonies to
check for spontaneous, intragenic U6 suppressor mutations
as follows+ Selected colonies were resuspended in YPD me-
dium and grown to an optical density of ;2+0 at 600 nm+ Cells
were harvested by centrifugation, washed once with 1 M
sorbitol, and digested in 1 M sorbitol containing 10 mg/mL
lyticase (Sigma) for 30 min at 23 8C+ Spheroplasts were col-
lected by gentle centrifugation (4,000 3 g) and washed twice
with 1 M sorbitol+ Spheroplasts were disrupted and plasmids
were harvested with a kit for bacterial plasmid purification
(Qiagen)+ The resulting plasmid DNA was transformed into
DH10B E. coli (Hanahan, 1983)+ U6 snRNA genes were se-
quenced using oligonucleotide primers corresponding to se-
quences at 100 nt upstream of the U6 snRNA transcription
start site and at 100 nt downstream of the last nucleotide of
the U6 gene on the plasmid+
U4-U6•U5 tri-snRNP assembly and
immunodepletion of Prp24 protein
To assay the assembly of U4-U6•U5 tri-snRNPs in vitro, non-
denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis was performed
as described by Raghunathan and Guthrie (1998a)+ We pre-
pared high-specific activity, synthetic U6 RNAs as described
(Ryan & Abelson, 2002), except that one internal oligo-
nucleotide piece of U6 was 59-phosphorylated with 4 mole-
equivalents of [g-32P]ATP (.7,000 Ci/mmol; ICN) and no
cold ATP, whereas the other internal ligation sites were 59-
phosphorylated as a group with 1 mM ATP before combining
the oligonucleotide pieces of U6 RNA during phenol extrac-
tion+ Wild-type yeast extract was reconstituted with synthetic,
high-specific-activity 32P-labeled U6 RNA as described (Ryan
& Abelson, 2002) and incubated at 23 8C for 20 min, then put
on ice+ For depletion of both endogenous U6 snRNA and
Prp24 protein, 20 mL of epitope-tagged Prp24(HA)3 extract
for each sample was first depleted of endogenous U6 snRNA
as usual and then incubated with 0+5 mL of 12CA5 antibody
(5 mg/mL; Boehringer Mannheim) or phosphate-buffered sa-
line on ice for 1 h+ This was added to buffer D-washed, pro-
tein A-Sepharose beads (20 mL of a 0+1 g/mL suspension in
water; Pharmacia) and nutated with periodic flicking for 1+5 h
at ;4 8C+ Synthetic, 32P-labeled U6 RNA was added and
incubated as above+ Some samples were also treated with
0+1 mg of recombinant Prp24 protein and incubated at 23 8C
for an additional 30 min, then put on ice+ One microliter of
nondenaturing gel loading buffer (see above) was added to
samples prior to loading onto the native gel+
Coimmunoprecipitation of U6 RNA bound to
epitope-tagged Prp24 or Lsm4 protein
Epitope-tagged Prp24(HA)3 extract (10 mL per sample) was
reconstituted with synthetic, high-specific-activity U6 RNA as
above for U4-U6•U5 tri-snRNP assembly in wild-type extract+
After the 20-min incubation, any U6 RNA bound to epitope-
tagged Prp24 protein was coimmunoprecipitated by first in-
cubating the individual samples with 1+1 mL of 0+45 mg/mL
12CA5 antibody mixed with 2+7 U/mL of Prime RNase inhib-
itor (Eppendorf) for 1 h on ice+ For each immunoprecipitation,
15 mL of protein A-Sepharose beads (0+1 g/mL suspension in
water) were washed three times with 300 mL of IPP150 buffer
(10 mM Tris, pH 8, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0+05% NP-40
in DEPC-treated water), and 250 mL of IPP150 were used to
rinse the extract-antibody sample into the tube of washed
beads that was nutated at ;4 8C overnight (;12 h)+ Beads
were spun at 2,000 3 g (5,000 rpm in Eppendorf centrifuge)
to remove supernatants, and the beads were washed three
times with 300 mL of IPP150 on ice+ Coimmunoprecipitated,
radiolabeled U6 RNA was quantitated by both scintillation
counting and PhosphorImager quantitation of the eluted U6
RNA on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel+ For coimmunopre-
cipitation of reconstituted U6 RNA bound to Lsm4 protein in
epitope-tagged Lsm4 extract, the above protocol was fol-
lowed, except immunoprecipitations were conducted using
polyoma antibody precoupled to protein G-Sepharose beads
as previously described (Stevens, 2000)+
Northern blots of native gels for U4-U6•U5
tri-snRNP or spliceosome assembly
To prepare blots, the nondenaturing gel was transferred to
Whatman paper (as a support) and placed against Zeta-probe
membrane (BioRad) for electroblotting as described by Fa-
brizio et al+ (1989)+Prehybridization and hybridization were also
carried out exactly as described, except we used sheered and
boiled salmon sperm DNA and different northern probes+ The
U6 probe was 59-end-labeled dU6+30–112 DNA oligonucleo-
tide+ U1, U2, U4, U5, and actin pre-mRNA probes were pre-
pared by random priming of hexameric DNA oligonucleotides
annealed to gel-purified PCR products of the respective genes+
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